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STILL IN THE RUNNING

And Announces That Open Forum Meetings Former Deputy Sheriff Is Found Guilty In a John M. Richardson, Steamboat Authority, Rockland Has Many Advantages As Landing

For Nova Scotia Car Ferry

Becomes Director Of Maine Port Authority

South Hope Acccident

Will Be Held Second Tuesday Of
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Each Month
Maurice C. Nute manager of the
E. B. Crockett store, has been
named as the president of the Rock
land Chamber of Commerce The
decision was reached in a report ot
the nominating committee of the
Chamber which was presented at a
noon meeting at the Thorndike Ho
tel Tuesday.
Nathan Berliawsky, proprietor of
the Thorndike Hotel, and Leavitt
E. Coffin, men's clothing dealer,
were named as vice presidents.
qc Retiring president Fred C. Gat
combe was named to the board of
directors as a director ex-officio.
Herman M. Hart of the First Na
tional Bank was named as treasurer
of the organization with Mrs. Lenore Savage as secretary.
• The position of executive secre
tary was on the list of officials re
leased by the Chamber with the no
tation that the office was to be filled

■

NOTICE
I am no longer associ
ated with the Colonial
Photographic
Services,
Inc., of this city.

GUY NICHOLAS
101 No. Main St.,

Rockland

John Mitchell Richardson pub
operator of the hit and run car was
made through parts of the car lisher of The Courier-Gazette, Is
by appointment by the directors.
stripped from it in the impact and receiving congratulations on his ap
The board of directors is com
recovered by Mitchell who investi pointment Tuesday by Gov. Fred
posed of; L. A Thurston, R. C.
gated the accident. Having only a erick G. Payne, as a director of
Gregory, H. C. Cowan, A. C. Hock
small part of a grill and a parking the Maine Port Authority. The in
ing, S. C. Perry, S. J. Savitt, L. K.
light to work on plus evidence of stitution consists of four members,
Green, I. L. Bray. R. W. Hudson,
maroon paint on the wagon, he and has as its chairman, the wellE. F. Mayo, W. E. Koster. A. B.
canvassed the garages of the county known journalist Richard M. Hal
Cooper.
to learn the type of car from which lett, whose residence is in Boothbay
President Nute issued the fol
the parts came A maroon Frazer Harbor.
lowing statement regarding Cham
Manhattan sedan was located in a The Port Authority deals with
ber procedure the coming year as
repair shop in Warren which had maritime matters over the entire
his first official act
the parts missing which Mitchell State, but especially with the Maine
"Open Forum Chamber of Com
had picked up at the accident State Pier, Portland, and the ap
merce meeting will be held the sec
scene.
pointment is a particularly con
ond Tuesday in every month at
A short time later, Mitchell con genial one for Mr. Richardson,
the Thorndike Hotel. 12 nocn as a
fronted Morine with the evidence whose latter years have been de
business luncheon meeting. Any
at a creamery in Union where he is
person, whether or not he belongs to decision. In other words, the Cham, employed and ordered him to appear voted to an exliaustive research of 11
steamboat history and other mart- i
the Chamber is invited to this ber of Commerce meetings will be in court.
time matters.
His publication,
meeting and it fs hoped that any held in a manner similar to the
Jolui M. Richardson, appointed a
"Steamboat
Lore
of
the Penobscot"
question, suggested project, or any old-fashioned town meeting, and it
Director of the Maine Port Au
CLOSED
gained widespread popularity, as
ideas that any person has will be is hoped that the citizens of Rock
thority.
brought into the meeting and dis land will take an act.ve interest I The Cleansing and Pressing may be judged from the fact that
It is now in its fourth edition. It ly he became advertising and busi
Shop of
cussed in a frank, open manner.
and attend these meetings any
has resulted in many demands upon ness manager, and when it seemed
MRS. I. LESLIE CROSS
"After discussion on these sub time at their convenience. More
Will Be Closed from
his time as a public speaker, one of I that the affairs of the newspaper
jects, the matters will then be left information on this will be coming
DEC. 24 TO JAN. 1
to the Directors for a final vote of out in future news ”
123*11i his most recent addresses having might go into alien hands he bebeen delivered in New York City.
He has followed many steamboat
trails and his name has become a ,
household word wherever the1
steamboat whistle had a familiar
sound.
TELEPHONE 892
The public will be interested to
7i
learn that Mr. Richardson's second
NEXT TUESDAY MORNING
publication is about half complet
ed. It will be titled "Penobscot's
9.00 O'CLOCK
Men Of Steam."
Upon his graduation from Colby
BIG KIDDIES
College, Mr. Richardson soon en
gaged in two occupations which
CHRISTMAS SHOW
were destined to have an import
ant bearing upon his life's work.
ON THE STAGE
One cf these was his employment
Gift Suggestions
by the Vinalhaven and Rcckland
Miss Madelyn Oliver’s
Steamboat Company, where he was
School Of the Dance
Are Easily Assembled
bitten by the bug which makes a
steamboat worker, a steamboat man
Presents a
forever.
At Gregory’s
The other position was canvasser
Christmas Revue
tor The Courier-Gazette, which
Just like pressing a button
quickly found a position for him
PLUS
when you shop for Christ
as advertising solicitor. Eventual-

Philip C. Morine of Union, for
mer deputy sheriff, was arrested
Monday by State Trooper Harold
Mitchell as the hit and run driver
who struck the wood team of Fred
Merrifield in South Hope Sunday.
Morine, in court Tuesday morn
ing pleaded guilty and paid a fine
of $100 and costs of court of $5. A
CO-days jail sentence was suspended
and a one-year probation period
imposed.
Mr. Merrifield is in Knox Hospital
with a fractured leg as the result
of the upset of his wood team as
the car. unknown as to the operator
at that time, sped away.
Identification of Morine as the

STRAND

Sealtest Ice Cream
Eating Contest

mas here.

,8tl£a»

~fltii

A
5k

Want a Robe, a set of Cuff
Links, a Dress Shirt. Girls’
Ski Jackets or Ski Pants,
Boys’ Snow Suit, Handker
chiefs, Bill Fold, Pajamas,

CHRISTMAS CONCERT

Cartoons

Friday, Dec. 16 - 8.15 P, M.
PLUS

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

Full Length Feature

AUSPICES RUBINSTEIN CLUB

“Five Little Peppers
In Trouble”

Tickets 60c, tax included.

Luggage, Jacket, Sport Coat.

TUESDAY—9.00 A. M.
Children 20c
Adults 36c
Tax Inc.

All you have to do is to

WATKINS c,Special!
“nsing

mention it.
a second

our

salesmen

our counters
Christmas shopping is

for

SWEATERS—-SKIRTS,
CHAIR COVERS,

spection.

DRESSES,

more enjoyable—when you do it

white and blue

irha Symbol

of Service! . . .

Difficult gift

1

problems become easy to solve

home town hardwareman. He

E. B, CROCKETT’S
DANIELS
CARROL CUT RATE

WOOLWORTH’S
SULKA’S
C. E. MORSE

The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints invites you to listen to a
radio presentation of Handel’s famous
work,

“THE MESSIAH”
sung by the Messiah Choir of Independence,
Missouri, and brought to you over the
Columbia Broadcasting System.

Tune in Sunday evening, Dec. 18, at
11.30 P. M. on CBS.

123-124

123*124

ea. 39c

CUSHION
INCLUDED

ea. 89c

mweiw

W

1.19 ea., 2 for 1.59

Take your order to any one of our stores or
Phone for FREE pick-up and delivery.

492 MAIN STREET.

stocks the brands men trust

I

Christmas, starting tomorrow (Friday) night.

The Lowest Priced Fine Quality Service in Maine
ROCKLAND
m3.rf

knows what men like. He

These stores will remain open evenings up to

•SUPER STANDARD SERVICE”
Includes Sanitone Cleansing, Retexturing, Reflnishing

(ft

when you consult your friendly,

PLAINLY
STYLED

STARTING FRIDAY (TOMORROW)

theatres,

your in

easier, speedier- altogether

in stores displaying the red,

Please buy children's tickets
early.
Now on sale at both

LAST FEW DAYS

will have a big selection on

OPEN EVENINGS TO CHRISTMAS

PLUS

GARDINER CHORAL SOCIETY

Sweater, Hat, Sport Shirt,

In

Rockland is still very much in which would have to operate on a
the running for the proposed Yar close time schedule, could be a
handicap. Having to take pilot and
mouth,-Nova Scotia-United States
work the ship into Portland Harbor
car and passenger ferry, according'
from Cape Elizabeth to the decks
to Fred C Gatcombe. Even though j yi the city would consume consid
Portland and Bar Harbor are in the erable time. Acquisition costs of
field with offers for locating in | ferry slip rights would doubtless be
their ports, Rockland still offers higher than in Rockland.
Rockland offers a deep water har
many physical advantages that the
bor with piers having from 18 feet
others do not possess.
to 30 feet of water at low tide. The
Figuring that the ferry would harbor is generally free of ice and
take its departure from Cape Four- offers a Coast Guard tug stationed
ehu four miles below Yarmouth here in case of ice trouble.
Should a site be picked in the area
and then run off 16 miles to Lur
on or near where the Maine Cen
cher Shoals Lightship, before taking tral wharf was once located, rail
a direct run to the Maine Coast, service can reach to the dock. This
Bar Harbor ofiers a run of 100 sea area offers some 18 feet of water
miles approximately. The course to at low tide
The fact that Rockland was men
Rockland measures about 135 miles
while the Portland run reaches to tioned in the original dispatch rel
ative to the proposed ferry system,
an estimated 181.
On the other hand, while Bar which originated in Ottawa, is en
Harbor is nearer to Yarmouth by couraging when one considers that
some 35 miles, it does not offer a the possibilities of the port must
railhead or an ice free harbor—or, have been investigated quite thor
possibly enough water to dock a oughly by Canadian officials before
big vessel. Bar Harbor's nearest rail the announcement was made.
lijne is in Ellsworth while motorists
Sixty-eight University of Maipe
would have to travel approximately
80 miles further along the coast of women have been chosen for mem
bership in the six University soror
Maine to reach the ferry
As for Portland, the nearly 50 ities. "Bow pinning" exercises were
miles further travel for the ferry held recently durijng which the girls
elected by the six sororities were
came the paper’s proprietor and named. Formal pledging exercises
publisher in which capacities, ac will be held at a later date. Among
cording to general opinion, he has those receiving bids to join the
displayed the energy and initiative sororities were Delta Delta, De.ta,
which have served to greatly en- Mary Gerrish and Marilyn Spear
cf Rockland.
I hance The Courier-Gazette’s popu1 larity and standing.—By F. A.
For social items in The Courier1 Winslow.
Gazette, phone 1044. City.
SMI

14K Solid Gold, 17 Jewel Movement
122-123

TELEPHONE 1410

Ladies’ Wrist Watch — $19.95 tax inc.

and treasure! . . . Grown men

and their sons will be happier

’g’g'g’C'g’e’e’g’S’S’e’e'T’e’!

WATCHES

Christmas morning if their

gifts are selected at your local

GIRARD PERREGAUX
IMPERIAL
HAMILTON
ELGIN

hardware store!

Hunting and pocket knivea

—electric shavers and safety
, razors—guns and fishing

equipment—hand and home

What Better Than a

workshop tools and hobby

Labor Saving Electrical Appliance

supplies—bicycles -scooters—
sleds—skates—toys ... all these

for Christmas?

and dozens of other worth while

PENS

gifts to choose from at your

And don't
forget—now is the time to
get your Christmas free
lights.
hardware store.

WATERMAN
MOOR
PARKER

See our handsome display of items
for every room in the house!
We Have a Complete Stock of
Electric Iron

Nationally Advertised Appliances—

% IM. IM. RATIONAL MTU llttlAlf USKItfttt

New Improved
Refrigerator

Ronson Lighters

Bracelets

General Electric, Universal and Dominion

tOivknr II *«

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
442 MAIN ST.,
New Washing

PHONE 1374

609-13 MAIN ST.,
<*•••*•'

’

ROCKLAND

Machine

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 721

Rings

Diamonds

SILVERWARE

1847 Rogers Bros

Warihvarv

Silver Tea Sets

Community Plate

Towle Sterling

C. E. MORSE, JEWELER
All Purpose Mixer
Many
Attachments.

EXPERT CLOCK AND WATCH REPAIRING

344 MAIN ST..

TEL. 640-W.

ROCKLAND, ME.

ACROSS FROM FIRST NATIONAL SUPERMARKET

In Municipal Court
Mrs. Clara Brown of Rockland'
was ordered held in $300 bail for
Superior Court by Judge Dwinal
Tuesday as he found probable
cause against her on charges of lar- j
ceny of a pocketbook said to con- !
tain $105, from Mrs. Annie Cream
er of South Hope Evidence was1
produced that Mrs. Creamer had
left the pocketbook in the J. J. New
berry store on Saturday night and
that Mrs. Brown had been heard to
comment later in the evening on
the finding of such a pocketbook.
• • • •
Freeman G. Kennedy of Union
was found guilty of theft of nine
cases of empty soda pop bottles
from Union Fair grounds, which
were the property of Arlie Burns
of Union. He was fined $10 and
costs of court of £2.70 The arrest
ing Officer was Deputy Sheriff Er
nest Gray.
• • • •
The trial of Charles B. Wood, op
erator of the municipal street de
partment truck which was in collision with the car of Harry Carr ot
Rockland near the cement plant on
Route I Monday morning, was con
tinued until
Thursday morning
Bail was set at $5CO with the court
taking the personal recognizance of
Wood. The warrant obtained by
State Trooper William Upton al
leged reckless driving.

Read The Courier-Gazette

FOR SALE
NEW River Soft, a gocd furnace
coal, $16.25 a ton; Lehigh Valley.
Nut, at $23.50 and Coke and Bri
quettes for sale J. B. PAULSEN
Thomaston. Tel. 62.
123tf

WALDO

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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THEATRE

WALDOBORO—TEL t0»
•WWWWWKKiSWSWC'ZT’S'SigT'Sl'S
Every Evening at 8.0(1. Maunee:
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 3.00
•OPWWWKTTJTK';'
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
DEC. 15-16
Jennifer Jones, Van Heflin

Louis Jourdan in

“MADAME BOVARY”
SATURDAY’ ONLY. DEC. 17
Double Feature
JIMMY WAKELY in

“GUN RUNNERS”
Also on the program

“HOLD THAT BABY”
With Leo Gorcey and thc
Bowery Boys
Next Sunday-Monday, Decem
ber 18-19: “The Fighting Ken
tuckian." Coming: “Task Force;"
“Roseanna McCoy.”

Jr., Alan Bird, and Bert Blodgett. liffe was elected temporary chairFarnsworth Museum
| man. It was voted to hold the
The second in a series of spirit Gunther Kleeberg. Robie Ames and
meetings twice a month, starting
Sdltor. FRANK A. WINSLOW
ed discussions on "Communism" Edgar L. Harding of the Belfast
Jan. 8, in the church. Plans were Recording Concerts To Be
Club
were
here,
and
Junior
Rotarian
was held at the meeting of the
[EDITORIAL]
Resumed Sunday; Nathan
discussed
for converting the base
Lions Club, Tuesday night, when Charles Dudley from CHS.
ment
of
the
church
into
a
hall
for
Farwell’s Gift
Catholic Church Notes
GOOD IF PRACTICABLE
five members of the Rockland
the purpose of holding church ac
Members
of
the
Sodality
of
Our
Lions conducted a forum. The
The Farnsworth Museum in
Tlie suggestion of Commissioner Richard E. Reed that
tivities. The aim of the club is
leader was Lome Wedlock, and the Lady of Good Hope Catholic
Rockland
will resume pext Sunday,
the Federal Income Tax structure strike a fail- balance be
to promete more sociability and
other members of the panel were Church, met Wednesday at the
the weekly afternoon concerts of
tween good and lean years' earnings of fishermen, has much
Catholic
action
on
the
part
of
its
Rev. Ernest O Kenyon, Almon home of Mrs. John Hughes, Chest
to commend itself. He points out that fisherman m ght
members and working towards es recorded music which were pre
Cooper. Dr. Bradford Burgess and nut Hill, for a Christmas party.
sented during the Winter months
clean up $25,090 to $30,100 in a single year, and be forced
tablishing a parish in Camden. All
Wilbur Senter. Guests Tuesday Each member of the Sodality in
last year.
to pay a large slice of it tc the Federal government. Then
tlie men of the parish are invited
were Alfred Adams. Milliet Perkins vited a nen-member from the parStarting at 3 o’clock sele.tions
would come years when^he might barely meet expenses Mr.
to
join.
and Darius Joy. Followdng the ! ish. making a total of 44 present,
lrom Warner will precede the main
Reed’s suggestion is that fishermen pay their annual tax on
Bert G. Pierson
meeting at Wadsworth Inn. the including the Pastor, Rev. Charles
w’ork, the “Eroica Symphony,” No.
the basis of average earnings for five or six years instead
F^
Bennett
and
his
assistant.
Rev.
Bert
G.
Pierson, 76, died sudden 3 by Ludwig Van Beethoven
members joined the Dandylions in a
of on the yearly computation that now exists. It will be in
surprise house-warming for Mi , George Goudreau. A Christmas ly at his home on Maple street, Through gift and purchase the mu
teresting to note the Government's reaction to such a plan,
seum record library is growing and
and Mrs. Benard LeBarge at their . tree was enjoyed together witli re- Dec. 9
based on its practicability
He was the son of George Dex soon sufficient works will be on
new residence on Washington : freshments and carol singing. A
street. Forty persons were present. I cake was won by Mrs. Katherine ter and Joanna (Smalley) Pierson, hand to provide a daily request pio“THE MOST URGENT CATEGORY"
born at St. George, Feb. 25, 1873. gram for the mapy people in the
All Lions are requested to be at the Rossiter. Harden avenue.
Addressing*.! national reorganization conference in Wash
A group of 17 Catholic women of
Surviving are his wife, Grace and community who would like to use
Camden Theatre, in uniform. Friday
ington former President Herbert Hoover said that the cam
night, when the Gigantic Show for j the parish met with their pastor, two sons, Leland of Parkridge, N. the museum facilities to hear the
paign to reorganize the Federal government is a "crusade''
I the benefit of the Charity Fund I Rev. Charles F. Bennett. Sunday, to J., and Lloyd of Camden; two classics and semi-classics. Many
to preserve democracy, win the cold war and avoid the twin
' will be presented through the I organize a Catholic Women’s Club, daughters. Mis. Louise Jones of programs are being made possible
Frankensteins" of higher taxes and inflation menacing na
' courtesy of the theatre's manage the purpose of which is to promote Cushing, and Eva Gray of Rock through loans to the museum from
tional economic survival. He praised "magnificent’' public
the Maine Music store.
ment. There will be a matinee for i more sociability and interest in land; and eight grandchildren.
Services were Sunday and burial
support for sweeping pro(x>sals to reorganize the Federal
The museum has been very for
' the school children with free pack church affairs which will evenutally
bureaucracy, but declared there is much yet to be done in
tunate in receiving as a gift the
ages of popcorn. Tlie date is Dec. lead toward establishing a parish of was in Mountain View cemetery.
the non-artisan "crusade for competency." and listed eight
16. evening show. 7 o'clock, and pic ' its own.
reforms recommended by his commission which he said he
Mrs. Helen McAuliffe, acting as
ture repeated at 930.
personally believed are in "the most urgent category'' for
The committee in charge of to temporary chairman, appointed a
consideration in Congress beginning next month. They are:
night's Masonic Assembly consists ' nominating committee, consisting
1 Reorganization of civil service—the personnel problem
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cain. Mr. I cf Mrs. Mary Holtcn. Mrs. Emma
2. Reorganization of budgeting and accounting.
and Mrs. True Spear and Mr. and Windvand and Mrs. Pauline Duffy,
3. Reorganization of the Post Office.
to present, at thc next meeting, a
! Mrs. Charles Morong.
4 Unification of the Federal hospital services.
At the meeting Tuesday of the slate cf officers, consisting of a
5. Unification of water-conservation service
Rotary Club, Clyde Marriner was president, vice president, secretary
6 Unification of agriculutral land services.
introduced as a new member. Gil and treasurer and a publicity
7 Unification of transportation services.
bert Harmon led the discussion per agent, for election.
8. Relief for the President of the United States.
It was voted to hold the next
taining to a new school, both town
438 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND, ME.
and area, and C. Harold Jameson meeting at the home of Mrs. Rose
of the Rockland Club led group Leo. Brookside avenue. Jan. 11 at
POLAR ICE IMPENETRABLE
singing. Other visitors from Rock 7.30 p. m. and all subsequent meet
Commander Donald B. MacMillan was in Chicago this
land were Ted Bird Albert Mac ings to be held on the second Wed
IT WOULDN'T BE
week to receive a gold medal from the Chicago Geographic
Phail, Robert Burns, Walter Morse, nesday of each month. All the la
REPRESENTATIVE
CHRISTMAS WITHOUT
Society for his outstanding scientific work. He told an
dies of the parish are invited to
audience that no ship in the world can go through the North
OF
THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE join.
Pole ice The Russians tried it, he said and they failed
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
The men of the church met Sun
Fanny Farmer
despite the fact that they have the best icebreakers in the
Notice is hereby given that the day to organize a Catholic Men's
Annual Meeting of the Stockhold
world.
Club,
witli
Rev.
George
Goudreau,
ers of The Thomaston National
Candies
Bank will be held at their banking as spiritual director. Jack McAu
CHOCOLATES
This was arranged by Clara Nason, rooms Tuesday, January 10th, 1950,
Hairdressers’ Party
Karl Stetson and the assisting com at 10.00 o'clock A. M„ for the pur /
pose of fixing the number and
mittees.
electing a board cf Directors for the
Members Had Grand Time The highlight of the evening was ensuing
year, and for the transac
In Shrine Club House
tion of any other business that may
a joke Christmas tree followed by legally come before them.
r
At Belfast
the presentation of two beautful
Per order,
May we suggest a
HAROLD F. DANA.
‘Twas the night before Christmas. gifts, one for the President. Helen
box of fresh Fannie
Cashier.
When all through the Shrine Knight, and the o.her the Secre Thomaston, Maine. December
6.
Farmer
Old
Time
12O-Th-126
Club House.
tary, Florence Carr Both of these 1948Candies for all your
Every member was stirring and were given by the members.
friends.
The remainder of the evening in
having a wqnderful time at the an
The Sampler
cluded
dancing,
novelty
numbers
by
Genuine Factory
nual Hairdressers' party in Belfast
the
orchestra,
and
buffet
lunch.
The
Ever
Popular
Monday night
Parts
l-lb. $2™ • 2-lb. $4™
The room was decorated with Everyqnc had a wonderful time and
the
Christmas
Party
is
one
event
Christmas
Gift
candles, two lovely trees one on each
For All Chrysler Made
Ollier puckugcH from 81.23
side of the huge fireplace and two everyone looks forward to
Cars
—
DeSoto,
Dodge,
OPEN
SUNDAYS
ONLY
very pretty luncheop tables with
Have your watch repaired by the
WE ARE AGENTS FOR WHITMAN'S CHOCOLATES
candles. Santa Claus covers, and most expert craftsmanship, tested Chrysler, Plymouth.
SUNDAY. DEC. 18. 1949
napkins and bits of holly for a fes and timed by tne New Scientific We carry one of the Largest
Stocks in the State.
*2
RINDERBRATEN
tive touch also sprigs of mistletoe Watchmaster machine at Daniel*
Jewelers. 399 Main St. Rockland.
Wholesale and Retail
which caused lots of excitement.
SUNDAY. DEC. 25. 1949

CAMDEN

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The Idfu’s Temple of Horns is
the most perfe:tly preserved of all
the early buildings in Egypt.

FOR SALE

Ladies, come to the Bargain Corner.
We have what you want at the
price you want to pay.

102 Union, Cor. Grove St.

122ttf

The Christmas Gift
That Keeps Giving

Chisholm’s

MILLER’S
GARAGE

SUNDAY. JAN

BAKED VIRGINIA HAM

123-124

FOR HER

In Fiacnn

Everything On Your

.Something new by Lenthcric

Shopping List... You'll

“Repartee” Cologne
$1.50

Find at Your A&P!

HELENA

At

A&P you’ll find everything you need
for your holiday "feed” —tempting appertizers, plump poultry, farm-fresh fruits
and vegetables, .ligrh-quality dairy prod
ucts. luscious bakery treats, candies n>.d
other thi.igs galore.
All fcbese festive
foods
. each can
iar or package- lias
the price marked on it This "every item
price marked'’ policy at \&P assures ar -

curacy and
a convenience for you
t*
cheek vour purchases with the cash reg
ister slin you receive
Avoid the last-minute holiday rush
do your marketing as early as poss1’

RUBINSTEIN

White Maqnolia Cologne
$1.00
Dusting Powder, $1.00
BUT
CHRISTMAS j
f
SEALS!
*

Comb. Brush and
Mirror Sets, $6.95 up
Nylcn

Brush and Comb Set
In Plastic Tra.v

$1.00

iGMainmenb

2.00 Dorothy Gray
Hand Lotion, $1.00

JANE PARKER

FRUIT CAKE

4.50 Du-Barry
Cream Set, $2.95

1:

IVslB 1 IQ
CAKE

■ • ■ 7

Revlon Lipsticks
3 in case, $1.00

2.35
Nothing will bring morn lotting
onjoymnnt to family, rnlotivot or
friondt. Rotorvo your Chrittmat
Philco now ... avoid tho holiday
ruth. Spocial naty holiday tormt.

Plays All Records, All Sizes, All 3 Speeds

58 3.79

Kittens — Bunnysek

Sachets, $1.00

BETTER than Ever Before!
This handsome new Philco has
everything . . 3-speed Auto-

matic Record Changer— $

phiico

1721

MS

CHUCK ROAST

New Luxury, Beauty, Value!
Plays all rec
ords automatically — bril
liant FM-AM radio with
outstanding performance.
Big value in Mahogany
and leather finish cabinet.

AGED CHEDDAR

I 269.95

Christmas Terms

COMPTON’S
TELEPHONE 1135
ROCKLAND, MAINE

“7™ “

ORANGES
I A YEP
MERRY CHRISTMAS
WMER VMlVC
8 INCH SIZE
CREAM DROPS WORTH MORE

PHILCO 1724.

Extra Easy

Yardley Soap
$1.35 box

on ft nw

Super-Tone Reproducer—
Supersensitive FM System.
Unmatched value at only . . .

CRANBERRY
Philco Table
Combination forConsole
Tone from ALL Records
3-Speed Table Combi
nation plays all records,
all speeds automatically.
Console tone. Mahogany

plastic cabinet.
PHIICO
1421

*
*

99.95

SEASONING
OLIVES

RADIO SERVICE
260 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEE. 590-W

CHEESE

SAUCE

LB '

DOZ

16OZ <

OCEAN SPRAY

Toilet Water
Atomizers. $1.00 up
Compacts, $1.00
With 2 Initials
OTHERS TO S5.00

LB ’

Fitted Cosmetic Kits
from $5.00

fANs ■

BELL'S

Bathroom Scales, $5.95

POULTRY

We Have the Best
in Perfumes

SULTANA STUFFED
MANZANIllA

Cigarettes
Popular Brands
CTNOF I Qf"
10PKGS

Priced For Maine.
All prices subject to market chaoses and effective at all A&l’ rfeii-SurvU
Store* ia this areuu

1
I
1
2
I
I

FOR HIM
Santa Says
Give Her Gifts by

Coty Perfume, $1.85

Here for Christmas at

Over Two-Thirds
Fruits and Nuts!

W. H. EMERY

1. 1950

Lenthcric

of Unmatched

(TOO QC
J.Ud

"A

Tweed Cologne, $1.25

COMPTON’S

come in
see it... hear it
today

ROAST TURKEY

25-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
117-Th-tf

3-Speed Radio-Phonograph

Everybody’s talking about Mo
torola’s new cabinet styling . .
and here’s a modern gem with
large raised 3-dimensional nu
merals and full-vision ’’Sweep
Station” dial. Amazing tonal
depth . . . thanks to Motorola’s
new improved Alnico V dy
namic speaker and other inno
vations. Mahogany or ivory fin
ish cabinet.

P'ease Make Reservations Early.

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

Amazing rHILCO

17 PARK STREET,

first volume of the rare Eat p's
"History of Thomaston and Rock
land" through the generosity ot
Nathan Farwell. It is hoped that the
museum soon will be able to require
the second volume which is of
such great interest to residents of
this area.

Ciro, Lanvin, Dana
LcLong, Yardley, Coty
And Many Others

Wrisley Bath Salts
$1.00
fcMAMiUtfcMiMMAJlUadaiMx

FARBERGE
In Her Favorite Fragrance

IWOODHUE
TIGRESS
STRAW HAT
APHRODISIA

'Colognes, $1.25-$5.00'
'Talc,
1.25*
^Dusting Powder, 1.75<
^Sachet,
2.00 s*}
umes, 2.50-15.00*®
gne Sets,
2-50^

E

Old Spice Sets
$1.25 to $6.00
Seaforth Sets
$1.25 up
YARDI.EY

Shave Bowl. $1.10
Shave Lotion, 95c
Sets $2.25 up
Williams Sets
99c

Nylon Shave Brushes
$2.00
Billfolds
$1.50 to $10.00

Revlon Lipstick with
Ball Point Pen
$1.50

Initials stamped in gold FREE

Ciciarct Lighters
2.00 Berklev,
.89
OTHERS TO $10.1)0

Santa Says
Make This a

; “WHITE SHOULDERS”1
Christmas
BY “EVYAN'’

Perfumes
$2.75 to $10.00
Toilet Water
$2.75 to $8.50
Set—2 Colognes
White Shoulders

Gay Diversion

$2.75
“Menace” Cologne
$2.75-$5.00
“Gay Diversions”
$2.75 and $5.00
Perfumes
§ $2.75 to $10.00

Pocket Watches
$1.79 to $3.95

Wrist Watch

Radium Dial.
Sweep Second Hand

$5.95
Nylon

Brush and Comb Set
$1.50

Ball Point Pen, $1.00
Writes 3 Colors

PIPES
Yellow Bowls
$1.00 to $2.50
Kaywoodie
$3.50 to $10.00

Cigars

Popular Brands

5 Packs, 25’s, and 50’s
Gillette Razors
$1.00 to $3.75

CARROLL
2UT RAT€ cosmetics

Tobacco Pouches
$1.00 to $3.50
All Cosmetics
Taxed 20%

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdf?
TALK OF THE TOWN

Dec. 16—Rubinstein Club presents
Gardiner Choral Society
in
Christmas Concert at Universalist
Church.
Dec. 17 — Warren: Community
Christmas Party sponsored by
P.T.A.
Dec. W—Warren: Christmas Can
tata at Baptist Church.
Dec- 18—Warren: Christmas Can
tata by the junior choir at the
Congregational Church.
Dec. 20—Garden Club Luncheon at
12.30, at St. Peter's Undercroft.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Dec. 29—Camden: “Voice of the
Turtle,” by Knox Theatre Guild
at Opera House, benefit Polio
Fund.
Jan. 1—New Years. Day.
Jan. 13—Warren: One-act play con
test.
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The condition of Harry Carr, 61,
seriously injured in a crash on US
1 near the cement plant Monday,
remains unchanged according to a
member of his family who states
that his name is still on the danger
list at Knox County General Hos
pital.
The-Booster Club will meet at 7 33
p. m. next Wednesday at the Rock
land High School.

A private installation was held
by Claremopt Commandery K. T.
Monday night with George T. Stew
art as installing officer and Gerald
Grant as marshal. Following are
the Commandery’s new officers:
Eminept Commander, Lloyd M.
Richardson: Generalissimo, Earl
Porter; Captain General, George
Bernier; senior warden. Charles
Duncan; jupior warden, Carl Stilphen, prelate, William Koster;
treasurer, Ralph Clark; recorder,
J. E. Stevens; standard bearer,
Among the unusual holiday deco Howard E. Crozier; sword bearer,
rations noted is that of the Pur Henry Mills;
warden, Sterling
chase street home of Ted Andrus Morse tiler, Ralph Post
Where a storm door has been clev
erly painted red in a cut out form
The Rockland dragger Ruth M.
£ a huge Santa Claus.
asked aid of Coast Guard yesterday
from a position one and one-half
Mrs. Dan Gatti is guest of her miles North of Wooden Ball. The
daughter, Mrs. Frederick Robic. dragger had its gear down apd
Bath.
could not haul due to a burned out
starter on the hoisting engine. The
A 1933 Ford sedan operated by
Snohomish was dispatched to the
Albert W. Gray of Rockland over
scene to render aid. The flshipg boat
turned opt Old County road shortly
captain asked only that the starter
after 7 last night. The operator ol
be repaired while he remained at
the car reported to police that he
sea. Always ready to give service,
was blinded by lights of an oncomthe Snohomish master, Sam Gam£hg car on the curve near the Sam
ache brought the starter to Rock
Doe farm, went off the highway,
land and is returning this morping
struck two guard rail posts and
with it to let the fisherman go on
turned the car over on its side
with his work.
There were no personal injuries.
bor:

Turkey Beano Saturday night,
Tondreau—At Knoxbfospital, Dec.
Dec. 17, Temple Hall, Rockland. 13. to Mr. and Mrs. /pier L. Ton
dreau. Glen Cove,
Game starts at 8 o'clock.—adv.

CARD OF/THANKS
Mahogany Governor Winthrop
1 wish to thang all friends and
Desk ip perfect condition. Priced for relatives for cards, flowers and fruit
^quick sale. Tel. 523.
123-lt
sent me during my recent illness.
Thanks to Mt. Pleasant Grange,
An ideal Christmas gift, Slippers Dr. Allen and Dr. Brown, and to my
for men, women and children. nurses for their kind: and thought
ful care while in Knox Hospital.
QUALITY SHOE SHOP, 310 Main
Mrs. Helena Monden.
St..
122-126
Rockland.
123* It

Dry Wood, All Kinds

Slabs, Birch Edgings
and Shims
PROMPT DELIVERY

TELEPHONE 216
WALTER E. SPEAR

CARD OF THANKS
Our sincere thanks and apprecia
tion to neighbors, friends and rela
tives for cards and gifte for our
son. David Knowlton, wmle he was
a patient at Knox Hospital; especial
thanks to Capt. and Mrs. Yetman,
Dr. Robert Aden, Dr. Frank Kibbe
and the nurses at the hospital for
their many kindnesses and faith
fulness.
Mr. and Mrs. David O. Knowlton.
123-lt

The Central Maine Power Co.,
employes will hold their annual
Christmas party in the Mascpic
Temple banquet hall at 6.33 to
night. Russell Richardson is gener
al chairman of the event.

The new Christmas tree decora
tions have been suffering damage at
the hands of vandals who have been
stealing electric bulbs from many
of the trees. The Merchapts Com
mittee has asked the police to bring
into court any person caught tak
ing the bulbs or injuring the dec
orations.
The Municipal Maids were enter
tained for a Christmas party Mon
day evening at the home of Miss
Katherine A Veazie, Shaw avepue.
Picnic supper was enjoyed fol'.owed
by a Christmas tree and exchange
of gifts; the remainder of the eve
ning was spent playing Capasta.
Present were Mrs. Joyce Champlin.
Mrs. Ruth Cross. Mrs. Josephine
Rice, and Miss Ruth Rogers. Mrs.
Nettie Frost was unable to be pre
sent due to illpess.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our deep ap
preciation and thanks to relatives,
neighbors and friends, also Mt.
Battie Lodge and St. George Lodges.
I.O.O.F.., for the many beautiful
flowers. Every kind act and word
of sympathy was appreciated.
Wife and family of Bert G. Pier
son.
123*It

CARD OF THANKS
At this time I would like to thank
all the members of the Knox-Waldo
Hairdressers' Unit for my lovely
Christmas gift and say "thank you”
for the kind support and co-opera
tion during the past year.
123* It Helen Knight, President.

Think of Daniels

A NEW AND BETTER BEANO
«
FRIDAY NIGHT
At 7.30 P. M.

Heed These

Three

It takes all three to make you
proud of a good Monument. Let
os help you. No obligation, of
eourse.

What finer gift to fill his
daily requirements?

Not a day goes by but
what he needs these three
essentials to fit In with
his daily Hying.

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS
M LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 600
75-tf

DAVIS

Any one of these gifts
will bring joy to many a
man’s heart. Come In and
let us show you what
men really desire.

Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810
568 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Greet

Flowers Telegraphed—
World Wide Service.

122-124

Silsbrys F<teu)er

We ll Reserve Your Bird—as near to

the weight you want as possible, and
<7&~«/31&W ROCKLAND.ME.

have it ready for you at the time you

WALTER E MOfKEJr

ROCKLAND. ME.
LAMB LOIN
CHOPS

UPPER PARK STREET.
LAMB
SPRING
LAMB LEGS
FORES

LAMB RIB
CHOPS

lb. 49c

Ib. 29c

lb. 49c

SIRLOIN
STEAK

CHUCK
ROAST

VEAL
CHOPS

Assorted
COLD CUTS

lb. 49c

lb. 39c

1 b. 49c

lb. 39c

lb. 59c

Boneless
CHUCK
POT ROAST

Large Native
FOWL
6 Ib. ave.

TOP
ROUND
STEAK

BOTTOM
ROUND
POT ROAST

lb. 55c

1 b. 37c

1Ib. 69c

lb. 59c

COR’D BEEF
Lean Boneless
Brisket

POR CHOPS
Best Center
Cuts

lb. 45c

lb. 55c

VEAL STEAK
OR CUTLETS

BACON
SQUARES

PORK, ™ ib. 19c
BACON, s<"“res lk 25c

lb. 69c

lb. 29c

FRANKFORTS, 'S lb. 47c

123*It

PURE

LARD,

CHEESE,

OLEO,

Swift’ning! Used By Martha Logan

f

2 lbs. 29c

MILD

lb. 47c

SWE1.T

2 lbs. 43c

SIXTEEN

SCALLOPS A Qn
STRICTLY FRESH

LB.

PENOBSCOT RAY

HOLIDAY

216 Main St.

Armuilk Pipe Auhm

PHONE 701

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

69c

THAN

ALFORD LAKE JERSEY FARM MILK
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR PRODUCT.

Ik »
O1
:3lD. 81C

’nil

1 1 1 ’

K."

N. Y. SHARP

CHEESE
lb., 69c

Fruits and Vegetables

Commencing this week we are carrying
Homogenized Milk on order.
You will enjoy the wholesome richness and flavor of

BURPEE

ALFORD LAKE JERSEY FARM MILK

Funeral Home

B. H. NICHOLS, Prop.

TEL8. 390—U74-M
U6-1U LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND,

At Your Grocer's or Tel. Lincolnville 8-13

Ambulance Service

,

lb. .49

ROYAL GOLD

(W™

IK.

Ib. .41

Bologna. Pickle Pimiento, Macaroni and Cheese

Cooked Meats...................................

THERE IS NO FINER MILK

P. S. You are invited to visit our Modern Dairy.

122-124

■ VV

YOUR CHOICE
OF SIZE

POUND

Calif. Sunkist Navels......... ................ doz. .49
Apples, Grade A Macintosh............... 4 lbs. .29
Lettuce, Calif. Iceberg......... ............ head .10
Celery, Pascal ................................... bch. .19
SILK GUESSING CONTEST WINNERS
First Prize—Mrs. Nettie Tinker, percolator.
Second Prize—Mrs. Maude Barstow, angel cake pan.
Third Prize—Bert Gregory, 3 sauce pans.
Fourth Prize—Fred Cates, 3 cake pans.
Fifth Prize—Mrs. Georgia Cnss, 1 case Havener's soda.

31c

WESTERN
SIRLOIN
FRESHLY
HAMBURG,
GROUND
LEAN

lb. 59c

STEAK,

Ib. 55c

CHUCK ROAST,

lb. 45c

SMOKED SHOULDERS, Ib. 33c

FOWL

PADDflTC
LrtlUYU 1 0,

CUT FOR FRICASSEE
OR BRAISING

fresh new

CALIFORNIA
CELLO
TOMATOES,

TANGERINES,

Swift's Brookfield—1 lb. roll

BY ALL STANDARDS

FRESH
SHOULDERS

CRANBERRIES,

Pork Sausages................................

likiliiliDikXMlklllPiHiMikMiiik

CLIP THIS COUPON

The Buy Of the Week!
LITTLE PIG

FfXVTAT«H-ETINEdoz. QQc
LillUkJ, PULLET SIZE

Sliced Bacon...................................... lb. .49

Jewelers

Approximate
Weight

MARKETS

BONELESS—HEAVY WESTERN CLUB SIRLOIN

RUSSELL

■| Address.

L_

THE PERRY

Rockland, Maine
Krg. Jeweler American Gem Society.

["Name_ _

I

specify.

CAPE
COD
NEW

CROP

EACB

2bchs. 23c
pkg. 19c

2 pkgs. 33c

doz. 34c

■lust Off the Press — New December Issue of
NEW ENGLAND LIVING. Get Your Copy Here.

Sweet Rasher

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Mall Orders Filled

ing.
A gay poin
settia
plant
or
a lovely bouquet
bring a symbol of
affection
into
a
home. Let us as
sist you.

HSTEAK
Funeral Home

—KCOH

Discharges: Fred Merrifield, Mrs.
Blanche Frankowski, Baby Brian
Garey, Mrs. Rena Chisam, Miss
Virginia Wilson, Mrs. Jepnie Gamage, Baby Donald Curtis, John
Tewsbury, Augustus Coombs.

Express a tender

Christmas

Your gift to him might
hr a beautiful and depend
able WATCH to tell the
time of day, a smooth
writing FOUNTAIN PEN
or a fine leather BILL
FOLD with his initials
embossed free of charge.

FUNERAL HOMES

Ambulance Service

Admissions: Master Robert .Stone,
Ash Point; Baby Catherine Miller,
Thomaston; Mrs. Hazel Rogers,
Rockland Mrs. Lucy Spear, Thom
aston; Harry Carr, Rocklapd; Leforest Day, Rockland; Master Win.
ston Pease, St. George; Master Per
cy Campbell, West Rockport.

TURKEYS

SMALL'S

zlfe/7

Hospital Notes

fLOWERS

WANTED
Camera and Optical Instrument
Repairing. American and Foreign
make; Cigarette Lighters, Pen and
Pencils. Work skillfully done by
man of 30 years’ experience. Roy
W. Miller, 27 Sea St., Camden, Tel.
2891.
121-130

Special Beano

GOOD MATERIALS
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
GOOD TASTE

A very large group of interested
parents and friends attended the
Tyler P.T.A. meeting Monday night
at the Tyler School when the pupils
of Mrs. Hall’s Fifth Grade, Mrs.
MacDougal's Fourth Grade and
Mrs. Walker’s Third Grade present
ed a varied Christmas program.
Playing of familiar Christmas
records preceded the program, dding to the holiday spirit.
Janice Black of the Fourth Grade
acted as an announcer for the pro
gram. The program follows:
Recitation: Welcome, Janice Black,
Play: Christmas Eve in a Toy
shop; Santa Claus, Charles Huntley; Third Graders taking part.
Reading: The Night Before
Christmas, Mary Soule.
Play: The Teacher, Third Grade
girls; teacher, Algie Mazzeo.
Recitation: Merry, Merry Christ
mas Bells, seven Fourth' Grade girls.
Play: Grandma’s Christmas Eve,
grandmother,
Florence Withee;
mother, Alice Lord; father, Rich
ard Mitchell; Annette, Donna
Smallwood; Donald, Darrell Micue;
Judith Savoy, Thomas Bryant.
Songs: Rudolph. Red-nose Rein
deer; Santa Claus Is Coming To
Town; White Christmas, solo, Rich

A YANKEE IN NEW DELHI

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

When You Think of Diamonds

Auspices Knights of Columbus
43-tf

Grade Children Lent Christ
mas Cheer To the Tyler
P. T. A. Meeting

change of gifts after the meeting.
Albert Bardeley acted as Santa
Claus. Lunch was served with Mrs.
Albert Bardsley and Mrs 1. > rence
Robbins in charge.
The Christmas service of the
Community Church will be heid in
the vestry, Dec. 18, and the public
is invited. There will be no service
Christmas Day, but the usual 'serv
ice will be held Jan. 1.

ard Mitchell.
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year, Fourth Grade Class.
Nativity Scene in Words and
Songs, Fifth Grade pupils.
Lieut. Commander Kittredge Is Teaching Cus
Christmas Carols, entire audience.
Roger Dow was accompannist for
toms Of His Native Land In India
the fourth and fifth grade singing..
Paul Halligan played for the solo
by Charles Huntley in his Santa,
Sent to New Delhi. India, as as accordingly.
Claus role when he sang about his
sistant Naval Attache to the
Asked to say grace at a Dutch
new reindeer, 'Rudolph.’’
American Embassy, Lieut. Com Embassy dinner, Commander Kit
Ice cream and Christmas design
mander George W. Kittredge of tredge astonished his listeners by
cookies were served the children
South Thomaston is net cnlv giv reciting the “Burns grace.” remem
following the program by the P.T.A.
ing close attention to his official bered through the teachings of his
room mothers.
duties, but is engaged in the genial grandfather who brought the cus
President Samuel Dow then con
and highly commendable task of tom from Scotland and made unducted a business meeting. Reports
infiltrating that nation with the failing use of it.
from various committee were given.
customs of an American democracy.
Commander Kittredge has be
At the Jan. 9 meeting, the speak
come a personality in the New Delhi
Included
in
this
worthy
purpose
er will be Daniel J. Noonan, Guid
area.
ance Director for the Rockland was the giving of a Halloween
party,
something
which
the
chil

schools.
SEARSMONT
dren of India had never conceived
Harold Cobb returned home for
in their wildest dreams. All of the
perquisites of the gay Fall festivity the Winter. Dec. 9 after visiting at
were to be found on the program, the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
ORDER EARLY
and India’s young folks who were Cobb in Portland and Mr. and Mrs.
DUTCH BOY
so fortunate as to be present are John Burgess in Waldoboro. He
telling their playmates of the won was also recent dinner guest of
derful times those Yankees have Rev. Mary Gibson in North Wal
Another American idea
into doboro.
All Sizes
which Commander Kittredge was
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Talenable to inject strong personal sen blcoin have closed their home here
“Fed For Flavor”
timent was a March of Dimes ball. and moved to Rockport, where they
TRY ONE—
A victim of the disease himself, have bought a house.
ALWAYS BUY ONE
shortly after arriving in India,
Rosewood Chapter, O.EJS. ob
Commander Kittredge, now fully served the Christmas season at its
recovered, has the urge to aid In meeting, Dec. 9 by carol singing,
ERNEST BENNER
TEL. 1497
dia’s stricken, and he is being hailed and by having a tree with the ex
123-124

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express sincere thanks
to relatives, friends and neighbors
who extended sympathy to us in the
loss of our dear wife and mother.
The many beautiful floral tributes,
cards and comforting messages were
greatly appreciated. We also wish
to thank Goodwill Grange of South
Warren and friends who so kindly
offered their cars. Especial thanks
to Dr. North for the constant care
and attention, also Mrs. Katherine
Flint, R. N. To Mrs. Leah Brooks
we express deepest appreciation for
the many words of comfort in the
loss of our loved one.
Harrison W. WhithiU and Family.
123*It

122*124

St. Bernard’s Church Hall

A Fine Program

Page Three

Attractively packaged far Xmas

GINGER BREAD MIX, Duff’s.............. pkg. 25c
JACK & JILL CAT FOOD................... 3 tins 29c
MARSHMALLOWS............. 10 oz. cello bag 17c
PINEAPPLE JUICE..................... 46 oz. tin 39c
CIGARETTES
LIBBY’S FRUIT COCKTAIL......... 17 oz. tin 21c
PEACHES, In Syrup............... two 2y2 tins 49c
APPLE SAUCE, Kid Glove................. 2 tins 25c
BAKED BEANS, Kid Glove......... 2 tall tins 39c
BLUEBERRIES, Kid Glove..................... tin 29c
CARTOt
$1.95 HORMEL SPAM ........................ 12 oz. tin 43c
HOLIDAY BROWNIE MIX........................ tin 39c
SWIFTNING ^llb, 31 C LIBBY TOMATO JUICE............... 46 oz. tin 29c
SWAN’S DOWN CAKE FLOUR............... pkg. 39c
SHORTENING
3H>- 78c
PIE CRUST MIX.............................. 2 pkgs. 29c
GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS, Fancy .......... tin 19c
COME AND ENJOY A
MARTHA LOGAN
SANTA CLAUS
COOKINGJSCHOOL

CAMEL

NEW IDEAS IN FOOD

STRAND THEATRE
DEC. 15-22

WILL BE AT OUR MARKETS NEXT WEEK—
Bring the Kiddies and visit with Santa! He will be
very glad to see you—-watch this paper for time.

Tues'day-Ttiursday-Safurctey

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, December 15, 1949

Page Four'
sented a Christmass program. En
titled, •‘Chimes of the Holy Night”,
it will be given in candle light.
The Baptist cantata, "The Prom
ised Child." at the auditorium,
will have in additiojn to chorus
numbers, selections by soloists, Wil
liam T. Smith of Thomaston, Mrs.
Maurice Lermond, Mrs. I.eroy Nor
wood and Roger Teague, who aiso
will favor with a mixed quartet. Fi
nal rehearsal will be held Suturday
night. Christmas chimes and music,
to cOjntiue through Christinas week
were started Wednesday night in
tlie Eaptist Church, amplified from
tlie steeple The selections will be
heard for 20-minute periods, at 4
and <6.30
A Christmas tree with exchange
of gifts will follow tlie stated meet
ing of Ivy Chapter, O.ES. Friday.
Arrangements are under direction
of Marshall White. Albert White,
Maurice Lermond, Andrew Juura,
J. O. Jameson and LeRoy Smith.

WARREN

Members of White Oak and Eager
Beavers 4-H Clubs will meet jointly
Saturday afternoon, at the home
of Miss Carolyn Lufkin, leader ol
the latter club, at Warrejn High
lands, for a Christmas party.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings
Daughters will meet Monday after,
noon at the home of Mrs. Philip
Simmons, with Miss Prances Spear,
assisting hostess. Baskets for the
ill and shut-in, will be packed.
The P T A. sponsored Community
Christmas party, for children, par
ents, and friends will start at 7
p. m Saturday at Glover Hall. Many
are the attractions, with the show
ing of a movie, presentation of a
play, by P.T.A. members .gifts, and
Santa Claus, singing of carols, and
serving of refreshments. Children
who wish to exchange prese. ts
may do so. Candy and popcorn will
be packed into boxes and placed op
the tree for each child present. In
Engagement Announced
charge are Mrs. Gertrude Starrett,
Mi
and Mrs Arthur Sidelinger
Mrs. Marion Manner, and Mrs. El
len Waisanep Decorations lor the announce the engagement of their
stage, arranged by Mrs. Freda youngest daughter, Miss Leona M.
Richards will include a miniature Sidelinger to Ross Castagna, son of
nativity scene, with the principle Mr. and Mrs Anthony Castagna
of the Christmas story. Committee of Pelham, N. Y.
for the party is Mrs. Richards. Mrs.
Miss Sidelinger, employed in the
Ellen Waisanep, Mrs. Elsa Kigel, offices of the Manufacturers Mu
Mrs. Caroline Davies, and Mrs tual Fire Insurance Company, in
Marion Manner.
Providence, is a graduate of War
Christmas week will open Sun.a. ren Higli School, class of 1943. Dur
Ijn the churches witli the presenta ing World War II, she had a tour
tion of cantatas, one at 7 p. m. by of duty with the WAVES. She at
the Congregational junior choir oi tended for one year, the Rhode
20 members, directed by Mrs Da Island Academy of Hairdressing,
vid Oxton, a companist; the other m Providence, before obtaining her
by the Baptist Church, also at 7, ! present position.
directed by Chester O. Wyllie, with ; Mr. Castagna is a veteran of the
Mrs. Wyllie accompanist. This is the Navy, and is at present employed
second consecutive year, the Con , by the Wearever Aluminum Comgregational Junior Choir has pre ! pany in Providence. He is a gradu

PRE CHRISTMAS SALE

VETERANS. LEARN TO FLY

TWO DAYS ONLY
Friday, Saturday, Dec. 16-17

Percale Remnants

3 yds. for $1.00

Outing Flannel .

3 yds. for

(Prints and Plainsl
(Plain Colorsi

Wide Wale Corduroy
Pin Wale Corduroy .
51 Gauge Nylon Hose

. yd.
. yd.
. pr.

ate of the Pelham Memorial High Lorna and Diane Messer and Jim
No date is set for the wedding.
my Howard Several others were
School and Brown University
invited but were unable to attend
Rf lie-hmbht included two birth
day cakes and ice eream.
UNION
The officers of the Union Lodge
Woman’s Community Club met
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Nma oi Mason., will be installed at a
Fuller with 32 members pit.-1jilt. . is.-e installation ThursRoll call was answered by su c t- (i. ii h by D D.GM. James Pease
ions for Christmas decoration - Il ■ ii l. ■.M..1I'-: Officers will be: Mas
was voted to buy a $3 Health Bond ter N..Iban Pease; tynior warden,
for Christmas Seals. Mr
Edgar l liiyd Gusliee; junior warden, El
dar,eid i:. secretary, Leland
Barker, Mrs. John Cie.glit..n Mi
■I i urer. Ralph Williams
Herbert Hawe„ and Mr
Agie
di iron, Finest Cunningham
Creighton sale
the ’ Chri-.ima. i
n.. Ruble Robbins; senGlory Sc^ig’’ accompanied In, ’.lis 'nii. , i!
Maynard Lucas. Mrs. N« 'scn i a. i..| 'i-ward, Howard Hawes; jun
derwood read a Clmstma
. tory ior .ward, Elmer Coif, marshal,
•'Tlie Small One ' It was reported I.uiwr.'il Ilil>: chaplain Clarence
that tlie committee on Cliri tmas Leonard.
baskets met Monday at tlie home ol
Mrs Grevis Pay oil and di. uated
WEST WALDOBORO
30 baskets. The committee will med
M and Mi Sherman Smith and
; Au. ii la were guests Sunday
again Monday aiterno '|ii to till thc
baskets. Members witli . ifts are is lie; . si sit- Mr. and Mrs Dewey
asked to contact someone on tin Wir.clnjiua.li.
committee before that time
Mr.'.’■ Stanley Waltz was a PortMr. a^id Mrs. Roger Farr. , duui li- la lid \ c ilor Tue day.
ter Janie and son Royer Jr, ol Kit
Mr. and Mis. Ralph Eugley were
tery are guests oi Wilbur Abbot; visit ;l s Sunday at the home of Mr
a,nd Mrs. Germaine Farri
usd Mi Carl Foster in Waldoboro.
Judy Howard, daughter of Mr
Mrs John Foster returned home
and Mrs Willard Howard, observed Frida; alter pending several weeks
her sixth birthday Tuesday by t n- with her i. ter ipi Ohio.
tertaining a group of triends at her
Mr and Mr Roy Brown, daughhome after school. Her guests were ti i Brenda sjid son Wayne of North
Mrs. Roger Farris w.th Jan.e and Nobleboro were dinner guests SunRoger Jr , of Kittery, Mrs I liner (ia. ol ?.lr and Mrs Leonard BidGoff with Teddy and Janet, 1 e well.
Saucier, Ronald agid Karen Ke.iM; Emma Waltz of Damariscot
ayer. Mrs. Walter Rich and Bonnie,
ta recently visited lier son and
Mrs. Stephen Kirkpa.ii.k with Gad. daui hter-in-law
Mr and Mrs
Gary and Ri hard, i h lip Morine. Frank Waltz
Jr., Mary Barker, Katherim Guy
Howard Bidweli ha: returned to
ette, Mrs. Austin Lucas, with Kenny East Hal fiord, Colin.
Vicky Lucas, Joyce Hills. Mrs. Join.
Howard and Timmy Collins, .Mrs.
From 1913 to 1941 total public exHoward McAllister with Patty. peuditures in the United States inPeggy and Linda. Mrs Curti; Pay- eit.c- J ti .in $3 billion to $27.1 bil
son with Andy. Anjiette Austin. lion

UNDER G. I BILL

Now Easy To Enroll Under New
Government Regulations
Just one year left to take advantage of this
free training. Next and last ciass will begin soon.
Act at once.

1.00
1.00
1.39
1.00

FOR 111 TAILS CONTACT

KNOX COUNTY FLYING SERVICE

SPEAR’S REMNANT SHOP
BARRETT HILL ROAD

ROCKLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

TEL. £091 OR 157-W3.

TEL. UNION 36-13
123’lt

UNION. ME..

ROCKLAND. ME.

AN OPPORTUNITY THAT HAS A FUTURE

123-129

WALDOBORO, ME.
FROZEN FOOD CENTER

Mrs .Nellie Tibbetts has returned
from Knox Hospital where she was
a patient two weeks, and is now at
thc home of Mrs. L. A. Powell ip
South Liberty for an indefinite stay.
Mrs. Leola Mank and Elizabeth
Weaver of South Washington were
Augusta business visitors Saturday.
Louis Light and son Maypard
Light were in Gardiner on business
Monday.
Miss Christine Chapman is at
the home of her parents, Mr. apd
Mrs. Forrest Chapman for the hol
idays.
Townspeople seen Saturday in
Augusta were Mr. and Mrs. Merritt
Tibbetts and daughter Marleen.
Mis. Madeline Miller, L. W. Bart
lett, Maynard Joudray, Mr. apd
Mrs. Calvin Bowes, Robert Linscott
and sons Bobby and Berkley Lins
cott, Mrs. Josephine Finley, Mrs.

82-tf

$6000.00

Phone
235

SAVE WITH SAFETY
BUY

’CATERPILLAR" AND OTHER
USED AND REBUILT MACHINES

OVEN READY FROZEN ROASTERS
59 cts. per lb.

I

Buy guaranteed, rebuilt equipment from Southworth, it is re
manufactured to factory specifications in Maine's finest
machine shop by engine rebuilding specialists. All machines
offered are "trade-ins" for new "CATERPILLAR” equipment
Write or phone for complete list and prices.

MAKE DAD AND MOM A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
OF A LOCKER FOR A WHOLE YEAR

"CATERPILLAR" D4 DIESEL
to

MORE BARGAINS

WESTERN BEEF ANDLAMB AT WHOLESALE
WE BUY AND SELLL NATIVE PORK AND BEEF
FROZEN FOODS AT RETAIL
WE CURE AND SMOKE HAMS AND BACON
5 cts. per lb.

10-14

dozer

witk

hyd

angle

I

I

k
W

Adame Grader, model 511
A.lrz-Chatmer. KO 5 with hyd angle.
dozer—excellent condition
"Caterpillar" 04 N O with Traxcevator
• rid blade
Ch.cayo Pn«um»lK 210 pazol.ne
compretsor
"Caterpillar" DB800 power w-4
Caterpillar" DI3000 power unit — hke
new
Model 4 Norlhweet Crane

TD-9 with hyd anqledozev
"Caterpillar" 04 with hyd b!«de
"Caterpillar" D7 with either cable er
hyd blade
"Caterpillar" 07 with hyd. enyktdwxer
Cktrec 55 with hyd bulldozer
"Caterpillar* 35, completely rebuilt end
pweranteed. hyd bulldozer

OAUCI TUCTOt WITH MtO BOZU

*

m 04 WOXKFOWIt

Kb )••)., and cha.pa,
excellent condition

UaW

Ml,

wU i
IM

COMi - Htsr M*v«o
MTTM PMOfff MOW!

EXCLUSIVE MAINE (XSTKIBUTOtS
OF ‘CATERHUAir DIESELS

Tractor $nd Road Machinery Division

LOCKERS AVAILABLE

■ ■ ■■■’.
V «.*xl ’

SOUTHWORTH MACHINE CO.
30 WARREN AVENUE

•' - -

TEL 4-1424

PORTLAND
PORTLAND

MAINE
MAINE

TAKE ADVANTAGE Qf OUR BARGAINS
Model K-16

Nutone DOOR CHIME
Compact,

shapely,

chime — attractively finished.

An unusual gift.

$3.95

K-M HEATING PAD

REPEAT-A-TONE

2-door

A

new

3-purpose

WEAREVER
SAUCE PAN SET

Three Positive Heats—Double

chime—

PYREX COVERED
SAUCEPAN

control—

Handy set of 3 sauce pans.

extra signal can be used for

Listed by Underwriter’s Lab

basement or garage.

oratories, Inc.

Pans are
quart, 1 quart
and 1*2 quart capacity re

safety

thermostatic

spectively.

Wide flat bottom, easy pour
ing lip; lock on cover—you can
see what you’re cooking!

$2.25

Model K-10 Leader

$6.95

$4.95

$1.95

2-QT. SIZE $2.45

PYREX

PYREX HOSTESS SET

PYREX OVENREFRIGERATOR SET

PYREX
DOUBLE BOILER

K-M IRON

COLORED BOWL SET

Strong heat resistant bowls,
each one beautifully colored.

bowl, 2!i qts.; 4 ramekins, 12

oz.

Set stacks neatly.

In red and yellow—for all

Quality iron at unusual price

Vivid

dish is yellow, next size dish

around use.

$2.95

THE CHRISTMAS

En

$2.95

Double boiler, with easy-to-

watch water level.
sauces and icings.

tire set stacks compactly.

$2.95

$3.45

‘

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO
PAINT • STOVES

?<•

UlM

-HOUSEWARES ■

441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

.", .

;

—complete with “Fabric Dial”
and nichrome heating element

')

sparkling colors—Big

blue, 2 small dishes red.

STORE

ft

Set includes; 1 round/square

' .-*£~

Perfect for

Bernard Hallowell ajid Clara Over- !
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
lock.
The George Miller family of
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
South Washington were visitors
Monday at Frank Esancy's, the oc
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
casion being the birthday of Miss!
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Diane Esancy.
Advertisements in tills column not to exceed three lines Inserted
Louis Light apd Mr. Tibbetts were once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
in Augusta on business recently.
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
The Farm Bureau ladies met Dec
Special Notice! AH “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertisements which
9, at Masonic dining rooms. Plans
were made, covering the year’s require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
work with dates and locations for
ALI. CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
meetings, also the subjects.
Effective September 15

SEARSMONT

Mrs. Agnes Hart attended State
Grange in Portland as a delegate
from Victor Grange.
Tlie Womans Society of the
Community Church held a Christ
mas party Dec. 6 at the vestry.
After a short business meeting, the
District President, Mrs. Ruth Colicutt, and her companion, Mrs.
STATE OF MAINE
Crane, both of Waterville, gave in
PUBLIC NOTICE
By virtue of the authority con teresting talks on the work of the
ferred upon me by the provisions society. A program of carols, read
of Section 100. Chapter 33, 10th Bi ings, and instrumental music was
ennial Revision, Fish and Game
Laws, I hereby declare an open
season for trapping beaver, from 12
TO LET
o'clock noon, the 1st day of January,
UNFURNISHED
House, seven
A. D. l£50. to the 7th day of Feb
ruary, A. D. 1960, both days inclu rooms to let at 96 Mechanic St. TEL.
436-W.
123*125
sive; On the following territory:
Knox County
LARGE Furnished Room to let,
Little Medomak River, from State kitchen privileges if desired, at 24
Highway No. 17 to the Medomak School St. TEL. 1448-J.
123-124
River, in the town of Washington;
Spring Pond, so-called, and
THREE-ROOM unfurnished mod
tributaries, in the town of Wash em Apartment to let; private bath,
ington; except that no part of said heat and water furnished. TEL.
territory within twenty-five feet 1568.
123-11
of any beaver house or beaver dam
shall be open for trapping under
modern, heated, furnished Apart
this proclamation.
During the open season for trap ments. beautiful location reason
ping herein provided for on the ter ably priced.
"UNCLE BEN”
ritory above specified, it shall be
lawful for any person who holds a 12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670 Rockland
122-124
$10.00 trapping license to trap
beaver thereon, except wherein the
THREE-ROOM
furnished
Apt.
to
land owner reserves to himself the let. FLORA COLLINS, 15 Grove
right to trap beaver thereon, in ac St. Tel. 182-R.
122*124
cordance with aforesaid provisions
APT., to let. 5 rooms upstairs, unof Section 10O. Chapter 33, 10th
Biennial Revision, Fish and Game I furnished, adults only. Inquire 235
’ Main St., or TEU 1210.
122-124
Laws.
Witness my hand this 6th day of I UPSTAIR five-room Apartment
December, A. D. 1949.
I to let. Flush and hot water; 27
GEORGE J. STOBIE,
ERIN ST., Thomaston.
122*124
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries
HEATED
Room
to
let.
man
only,
and Game.
123-lt
j Good location. PHONE 59-M, City.
|
121*124
| SMALL Furnished Heated Apart
to let, centrally located. TEL.
FACTORY ENGINEERED ment
648-R after 6 p. m.________ 121*123
PARTS
FURNISHED Apartment to let.
; Inquire in person at 11 JAMES ST
For AU Chrysler Make Cara.
j___________________________ 118-125
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
j HEATED and unheated furnished
DeSoto
Apts., to let. V. F STUDLEY, 77
Park St. Tels. 8060 or 1234. 113tf
Also Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parts.
ROOMS Board bv day or week.
WEBBER’S INN. Tel. 340-3, Thom
2tf
NELSON BROS. GARAGE aston.
515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

CUT TO

WALDOBORO LOCKERS,Inc.
P. 0. Box
74

WASHINGTON

embedded in sole plate. 1000
watts. Listed by Underwriters’

Laboratories, Inc.

$6.95
THE CHRISTMAS
STORE

WANTED

On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
Courier-Gazette. Count Tlie Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

JOHNSON Outboard Motor for
A LARGE Modern Electric Re
frigerator for sale. Good condition. sale ,5 h. p.; cheap. Inquire 235
122-124
TEL. 1332-J.
123 125 Main St. or TEL. 1210.
CHRISTMAS
Trees
for
sale.
PONTIAC Car (31) for sale, $35.
Also Pontiac C39i at a very reason SMITHS ESSO STATON, cor.
122-124
able price. TEL. 8333.
123 125 Cottage and Main Sts.
PIANO for sale; 8 Carroll Lane.
20 TONS Baled Hay for sale; also TEL.. 241-J.
_________ 122*124
steam boiler suitable for slaughter
CHRISTMAS Trees for sale, de
ing or heating. V. M. HANNAN,
Union.
123-125 livered to your door. Tel. 207-M
after 4 p. m. DAVID DORR,
“TWO 700x15 White Sidewall, gcod
CHARLIE HEINO,_________ 122*123
tread used Tires for sale; 1 650x15.
KITCHEN Range for sale. Bums
dual tread recap Tire fer sale.
GEORGES TYDOL STATION. n«xt coal, wood or gas. Can be seen at
to Strand Theatre, Main St. TEL. OSCAR DUNCAN S STORE. Price
121*123
8333.
123 125 $50.
MODFI,
A
Ford
for
sale.
Good
NEW Boat for sale; used six
121*123
months; 33 ft. long. 8'_. ft. beam, condition. TEL. 656-W.
equipped for scalloping. WILLIAM
TWO Copies of Eaton’s History
J. BUCKMINSTER Owl's Head. of Rockland, Thomaston and
Tel. 3O-W1.
’
123’125 South Thomaston are offered for
CHEVROLET Sedan (1922) for sale by STANLEY A. SNOW, 19
sale. Good running condition, four Fessenden street, Portland. 121*123
new tires, also Florence Circulating
SEVEN-ROOM House for sale, 27
Oil Heater
LAWRENCE HUNT. T street. Bath and all modem con
Thomaston. Tel 247-11.
123-124 veniences. Price reasonable. Ap
122-123
BLACKSTONE Washer, wringer ply ON PREMISES.
and pump for sale. Year old and
PEDIGREED Irish Setter Pup
used little; also English style Baby pies for sale. A.K.C. eligible. Rea
Carriage and Play-pen. TEL. 626 sonable.
MRS. M. HALLIGAN.
between 9-12 and 3-6 p. m. 123 125 Tel. 10-21, Warren.
121*123
BOY’S Tubular Shoe Skates for
IO-ROOM House, for sale, located
sale, size 5. TEL.. 994 or call at 171 in Rockland, with barn and garage,
Broadway, city.
123-lt large lot of land; prize—only $2500
CIRCULATING Heater coal or For further information call FRED
wood, almost new.
Reasonable. ERICK U. WALTZ Tel. 838-R.
120-125
LAINA WA1SANEN. Tel. Warren
60-11.
122-lt
CHRISTMAS Wreaths for sale.
Tastefully decorated. $1.00 each.
FARM BARGAIN
Located one mile from Warren Other decorations made to order.
village, Route 90 (Warren to West DEAN’S GREENHOUSE, 325 Old
Rockport) the Albert A. Brown County Road. Tel. 348-J. 118*124
80-acre Fami is offered for quick
DRY Slabwood, sawed stove
sale. Six-room dwelling (less than length, big jumbo cord load, $10.
20 yrs. old) with 9 foot cement and Special price $6, small load, for
brick basement; gcod barn 45x65; limited time only. Call HILL
about 25 acres blueberry land; CREST, Warren, 35-41 for prompt,
about 150 cords standing hard wood dependable service.
llltf
with some pine and pulp; excellent
CHICKS—Pullorum Clean U. S.
water from 40-foot (never dry) Approved for sale. Bronchitis &
well; on black top road, school Newcastle immune sex-link Pullets
bus passes door. This is a real buy
Cockerels for a few open dates
for $3530. FRANK A. WHEELER, and
during Dec. and Jan. in twice week
General Insurance - Real Estate ly hatches. DUTCH NECK HATCH
Brokerage. 21 North Main St. Tel. ERY, Melville W. Davis.
Tel.
830.
123-lt 122-23 Waldoboro, Me.
WINTER Clothing for sale at ex
107tf
ceptionally low rates. Something
for every member of the family. A
few Christmas gifts.
NEARLY
Want New Smooth
NEW SHOPPE, open Tues. and
Thurs. from 1 to 5 p. m..; 41 Kncx
Floors?
St. Thomaston. Tel. 348.
120-Th-tf We have the latest patterns and
BICYCLES, Tricycles, for sale;
designs in such name brands as
rebuilt like new; low prices. RAYE'S
* ARMSTRONG
CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St., Citv.
* t’ONGOLEUM-NAIRN
117*Th&S 127
* BIRD’S
* SLOANE-BLABON
SEVERAL used Washers for sale,
Inlaid Linoleum
from $25 up. Used electric stove.
Rubber, Asphalt Tile
Bargain-priced Oil Heaters. CHAS.
E. STACKPOLE, Thomaston. Tel. All installations are Guaranteed
Satisfactory
184-3.
122*124
Let us give you an estimate on
GOOD Saw Rig for sale, witli 30
your floors.
in. saw and belt, 4-cylinder Chevro
TEL. 939
let engine; whole mounted on 4
wheel running gear. Priced right..
United Home Supply Co.
CHAS. E. STACKPOLE. Thomas
Where Willow and Rankin
ton. Tel. 184-3.
122*124
Streets Meet
CHILD'S Maple Crib with sides, 579 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
for sale. In good condition. Price
92-T&TH-tf
$15; 26 MAVERICK ST.
122*123
COZY four-room Heme for sale.
DRY, cleft Hardwood, top qual
Garage, one acre land, hot and mostly beech and maple. Pron
cold water, very neat. In Rockland delivery.
HU J CREST, Wan
limits $2530.00 E. W. COFFIN, Tel. 35-41.
1C
Real Estate. Tel. 551-W2.
STOVE length Dry Slabs, del
122-123 ered, large load, approx. 2 coi
HUBBARD’S New Hampshire, 16 $19, small load $10. Hardwood sat
weeks old Pullets for sale; 600 at as desired. LELAND TURN]
fi
$1.60 each. Bronchitis inoculated. Tel. 406-J, after 5 p, m.
ALEX HARDIE, JR., Union. Me.
CITY Service Range and Furm
Tel. 1422.
122-124 Oil; del. anywhere In Rocklai
KNIT your fishermen’s Mittens Thomaston, Warren; prompt a
and Socks from wool grown on our courteous service. TeL 406-J,
farm; only 50c for 4-oz. skein. Nat R. TURNER, Old County Ro
g
ural color. MILL RIVER FARM. City.
Vinalhaven.
122*124 STEEL, Rails 60 lbs., several thc
sand feet for sale. Good for be
or lumber yard to sta
MISCELLANEOUS railways
lumber. JOHN MEEHAN & SC
MAKE your floors look new. Clark Island. Tel. Rockland, 21-V
Rent our new high speed sanders. A. C. Hocking, Tenant’s Harb
3
Easy to use. Low rates. Operat Tel. 56-13.
ing instructions and finishes avail
WASHING Machine and Wrin
able. STUDLEY HARDWARE CO., Roll Repairing. Pick up and
Thomaston, Me.
117-tf liver. Tel. 677, Rockland. BITL
1
SEWERS-DRAINS-WATER PIPES CAR & HOME SUPPLY.
Cleaned like new. Electrically,
G RANITE LIVES FOREVER
without digging. ACE ELECTRIC
Stone walks, Flagging, Wall St<
PIPE & SEWER CLEANING SER- Paving, Property Markers, Ho
Vice. Tel. 731-W Belfast. 115*123 Rolls, Pier Stone, Outdoor F
places Rip Rap for Breakwai
given, followed by a tree with gifts and Piers, Boat Moorings j
Chain, Culvert.
for all. Lunch was served by the
EVERYTHING IN GRANITE
hostesses, Mrs. Mary Babcock and
JOHN MEEHAN & SON,
Clark Island, Me.
Mrs. Louise Holmes.
Tel. Rockland 21-W2
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Aldus re
A. C. Hocking
cently received a letter of congratu
Tel. Tenant’s Harbor 56-13
lation on their 50th wedding anni
versary from Gov. and Mrs. Fred
CONCRETE Products for sa
Burial vaults, septic tanks built
erick Payne.
posts, outside concrete work.
Compressor work. ROBERT
BURNS. Tel. 1439.

POSITION as fireman or watch
man, wanted, five years’ experience.
Stoker or hand boiler. FRANK L.
REED, 61 Pearl St., Camden. Tel.
3093.
123*124
!
ARE YOU THIS MAN?
An unusual opportunity is offered
to an outstanding younger man be
tween 25-45 who is seeking;
* A lifetime professional sales ca
reer;
* Salary or drawing account;
* An association with a National ori ganization with definite oppor
tunities for rapid promotion to
management responsibility as soon
i as warranted.
Man selected must be ambitious
salesminded, and of high native in
telligence. Selection will be com! petitive and based on aptitude tests
j and personal interviews. Applicants
are requested to write a short
• resume giving age, residence, tele
phone, marital status, education,
war record, and business experience
to date. Write "OPPORTUNITY
OF A LIFETIME” care The Cou
rier-Gazette.
123-125
GOOD Home wanted for Beagle
Hound-terrier, 6 mos., male; also
Kittens to give away. TEL. 1529-M
after 5 p. m. .
122*124
PRACTICAL Nurse wanted, one
that is capable and will help with
housework, plain cooking. Call at
526 Main St., or TEL. 1285. 122-123
LADIES at the Thrift Bargain
j Comer, you can buy Dresses at very
low prices, come in and look them
over. We have many things you
will like for Christmas Gifts; 10G
UNION ST.
122*124
THERE is a vacancy at the Pris
cilla Smith Nursing Home, Pleas
ant street. Hot water heat, every
j room, trav service. 24 hour nursing
I care. PHONE 1261-W, City.
_________________________ 122-124
JOB for the Winter, wanted, with
4 horses starting logs or pulp. JAS
PER STEVENS, RFD 1, Thomaston,
i_________________________ 121*123
KENNEBEC Roofing and Siding
I Co. Tel. 1213-M, for free estimates;
time payment with no money down,
; 36 months to pay, or write P. O.
Box 424. PERLEY NILES, Citv
|___________________________ 121tf
100,000 Used Burlap and Potato
Bags wanted. With or without
holes. MORRIS GORDON & SON
6 T St. Tel. 388-W.
121-123
HORSES wanted for slaughter.
Must be healthy. ARNALD LAUKKANEN. R. F. D. 3, Waldoboro.
_________________________ 116-125
WE buy all kinds of Scrap iron
and metal, motors, machinery, batt teries and rags. Highest prevailing
prices paid. MORRIS GORDON
& SON, 6 T St. Tel. 388-W.
___________________________ 114tf
PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned, $50. JOHN
When disorder of kidney function permits
HUBBS, 69 Park St. Tel. 199-M.
Poisonous matter to remain in your blood.
!_________________________ 113*128 It
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work ting
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
Union St. Grove St., entrance. Tel. scanty passages with smarting and burning
Sometimes shows there is something wrong
94-W. EVA AMES.
119*124 With
your kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
ANTIQUES, Glass China, Furni Pills,
a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted. by millions for over 50 years. Doan’s give
CARL E. FREEMAN, Glen Cove. happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
tubes flush out poisonoua want e from
Tel. Rockland 103.
8tf kidney
Fttur btood. Get Duxn’a Pilla.

Tired Kidneys
Often Bring

Sleepless Nights

BODY and FENDER

WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDINa
w

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, —■
TEL. M8-V
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Tu&a^-Tftursaay-Safuras?
gram of music and story io be given
NORTH HAVEN
at
the Church auditorium ChirstThe sponsors of the Youth Cen- j
Milton N. Dyer, son of Mr. and
ter held a meeting recently at the mas night, with Mrs. Elizabeth Mrs. Alfred Dyer, is attending Air
Earle as hostess.
home of Clyde Bickford and mat-i
Sohool in Florida, and would be
ters of business pertaining the Cen-| Postmaster O. V. Drew returned j pleased' to hear from his friends.
Monday from Hallowell where lie
ter were discussed.
'His address is: Box 1267, Opa-locka,
attended a Postmaster meeting.
I Fla.
Stanley Conway of Martford,
&>nn., was week-end guest of his| The Elizabeth Hutchinson Bible
parents Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway. Class met Tuesday afternoon at
GROSS NECK
Pfc. Gordon Burgess arrived Sun-1 Union Church vestry. The business
Mrs. Matilda Eugley visited Tues
meeting
was
conducted
by
the
pres

day from Lackland Air Force Base.;
day with her daughter, Mrs. Irvine
San Antonio, Texas, and is passing ident Mrs. Susie Philbrook. Refresh, Genthner, i/r West Waldoboro.
ments
were
served.
a weeks furlough with h’s parents,
Mrs. Arthur Poland was a Bath
Mrs Vera Johnson was hostess
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Bugress Sr.
Monday night at the Down Easter, visitor Monday
He will go from here to Keesler
Mr and Mrs. Guy Kqnnedy and
Field, Beloixi, Miss., where he will to the Farm Bureau for the Christ
mas party and planning meeting son Harold of West Waldoboro
take up the study of rauar me
Mrs. Esther Mayo, county agent, spent Sunday evening with Mr.
chanics for a year.
was in charge of the meeting. The and Mrs. Lloyd Foster.
Miss Emily Winslow was hostess program for the coming year war
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent a few
To the Birthday Club Monday selected and the project chosen
days
recently with her grand
night honoring the birthdays of i was the Washington School Play
Mrs. Mary Arey and Mrs. Margaret! ground. Committee for the projects, daughter, Mrs. Eben Wallace at the
Adams. Lunch featured a large Mrs. Charlotte Burgess, chairman, village.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Geele
birthday take made by Mrs. Leon Mrs. Isabelle Calderwood and Mrs.
; and children visited relatives in
Arey and a jolly social evening was 1 Lida Ames.
Refreshments were
enjoyed. Mrs. Arey and Mis. Adams1 served by the hostess, Mrs. Johnson, Standish recently.
Mrs. Eldora Gross and Mr. and
received several fine gifts.
Mrs. Doris Arey and Mrs. Francis
Mrs Clifton Look and daughter j Gilchrist A Christmas tree, with Mrs William K Wipchenbach of
Gail who visited her mother, Mrs 1 gifts for all present, was the feature. Dutch Neck were recent visitors in
Lewiston, Auburn and Bath.
Laura Bickford have returned to!
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl of
The Detroit Tigers' home park
their home in Addison.
Union Church Choir is work - ’ Briggs Stadium, is lighted with 1403 Broad Cove visited Sunday with
Mrs. Stahl’s parents. Mr. and Mrs.
,
ing on a special Christmas pro bulbs.
Charles Geele.
Mrs. Irvine Gejnthner and son
Ernest and daughter Lois of West
Waldoboro were visitors Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland.
Use a warmed teapot. Put in one teaspoonful of tea or
Winfield Havener of the village!
and Jesse Havener of South Waldo
one tea-bag for each person. Pour on fresh, "bubbling"
boro were recept callers at Melvin
boiling water. Steep for five minutes and serve.
Genthner's
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VINALHAVEN

© <

"SALADA'
TEA

ROUND

CRANBERRY
SAUCE

LIGHTER,
MORE TENDER

1 -LB.
CANS

2

SEEDLESS
RAISINS

2

TOP DAIRY

Plan Now For That Christmas Party!.
Round Top EGG-NOG (non alcoholic)

|

Orders placed early with your store or the route driver will
insure delivery at proper time.
Sold in Quart Bottles, Two Gallon Cans.

TOP DAIRY
»
»'
I

Little Pig Pork Roast, any size, lb. .38

Smoked Shoulders, 4 to 6 lbs., well

g

lloliiluii loads
MARSHMALLOW TOPPING

7»/2-OZ
JAR

FLUFF

5 NEW PACK FLORIDA

Rib Corned Beef..............................

lb. .28

Pot Roast; lean, boneless...........

lb. .55

Hamburg Steak ..............................

lb. .39

Sirloin Steak......................................

lb. .55

Wheels Balanced

Pig’s Liver .........................................

lb. .26

Wheel Aligning

Lard, Armour Star................... 2 lbs. .27

Armour Milk...................... 4 tall cans .45
Butter

................................................. lb. .65

Salt Pork, heavy..............................
Fish Bits..............................................

Crisco

37cl PEACHES

MINCE MEAT

Spry

Swan Soap...................... 2 lge. cakes .27

Large Rinso................................... pkg. .28

Duz

............................................ lge. pkg. .28

Oxydol...................................... lge. pkg. .28

Walnuts, Diamond, cello bags .. lb. .45
Mayflower Oleo ..............................

lb. .24

Premium Crackers........................

lb. .25

Cranberry Sauce...................... 2 cans .23
No. 2 cans Tomatoes........... 2 cans .25

Libby Ketchup................. 2 bnts. for .35
Cigarettes, popular brands, 5 packs .98

Leave Your Order for Christmas Turkeys—We Will
Have Natives and Native Fowl and Chickens.
You Con Have Your Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limits
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

BOBILL’S MARKET

Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street
TELEPHONE 1218

S$?25c

1-tB
CCI 10

SHOULDERS

I

PEARS

FANCY CALIMYRNAS

g NEW PACK HAWI IAN

LAYER FIGS

g

FINAST IMPORTED

$ RICHMOND TENDER—MEDIUM SIZE

OR DEL MONTI
PINEAPPLE JUICE

L/VzLC □

COLONIAL MASTER—LEAN, WELL TRIMMED

TENDER SPRING LIGHT SOFT MEAT

LAMB LEGS

17C

CHUCK ROAST > 55'

2 SS 33'

33' g TOMATOES

SUGAR CURED, WHOLE OR EITHER HALF

£ YOR GARDEN—CUT BLUE LAKE

FANCY CALIFORNIA
11-OZ
PKG

15'1 STRING BEANS

19-OZ
CAN

- 27c S MIRABEL CR=RY 2

SUGAR CURED RINDLESS

BACON

%

ENJOY THESE TIME-SA VINE FRESH BAKERY TREATS!
BETTY ALDEN ENRICHED

Mjf* -->'-JW

Golden

p°un<* Cake

I

CHICKENS

Coffee Cake

rl/ Orff

29'

EACH

Eancy Haddock

Ewryduy Money Saving Food Values!
nr
/■ i
Tuna fish

meat

7-OZ
CAN

29c

6-OZ
CAN

27c

C
•
Sunshine

YELLOW OR GREEN

Blended Juice

Split Peas

29c

FOR HOLIDAY BAKING

3-LB
CAN

Crisco or Spry

515 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf

PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING

• STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox, ss. Nov. 29, 1949
Taken this twenty-ninth day of
November, 1949, on execution dated
November 22, 1949, rendered by the
Superior Court for the County of
Knox aforesaid at the term thereof
begun and held on the first Tues
day of November, 1949, to wit on said
twenty-second day of November,
1949, in favor of W H. Glover Com
pany, a Maine corporation located
at Rockland in said County, against
George Christo, otherwise known as
George Christos, for four hundred
twenty-four dollars and sixty-two
cents, debt or damage and thirteen
dollars and fifteen cents, cost of
suit and will be sold at public auc
tion at the Sheriff s office in the
County Court House in'said Rock
land, to the highest bidder, on the
fifth day of January, 1950, at two
of the clock in the afternoon, the
following described real estate and
all the right, title and interest
which the said George Christo, oth
erwise known as George Christos has
and had in and to the same on the
thirteenth day of June, 1949, at 1.30
of the clock in the afternoon of
said day, the time when the same
was attached on the writ in the
same suit, to wit:—A certain lot j
with buildings thereon described as
beginning at a point in the north
erly line of Winter Street at south
erly corner of a narrow strip of
land of V. F. Studley, thence west
erly by the northerly line of said
Street, twenty-seven feet to bolt;
thence northerly to land now or
formerly of O'Neil or Ferrero;
thence easterly along line of OKaii
or Ferrero's land, twenty-seven
feet to the northerly corner of land
of Studley; thence southerly by!
Studley's westerly line to said
Street and place of beginning.
P. Willard Pease,
Sheriff of Knox County.
lH-Th-123

Maine Corn

NEW PACK FLORIDA—ORANGE-GRAPEFRUIT

Nelson Bros. Garage

Ma rvo

Maltex

(Wit cocktah

Rolled Oats

PKG

29c

FRUIT

ca°nzs23c

ca°z

1
i
£
S
»
{

LBS

CALIFORNIA NAVEL
EXTRA LARCE

LETTUCE

DOZ

FRESH CRISP ICEBERC
EXTRA LARCE

DAINTY JELL

HDS

ICE CREAM and
CAKE ROLL

Cream Filling
Rich Chocolate
Coating

OC*

Lj

23‘

55c Turnips

Fancy Firm Yellow

Onions 5

>bIc

FRIDAY
FRANKS

45' Salad Bowl ^l7‘
TODAY'S BIG VALUE
FINAST MAINE PACK
FINAST
Will. imtt x,

CORN^

Delicious meatless prod
uct mode of pure firm
tuna fish and choice
seasonings.

Delicious Grilled or 12-OZ.
Broiled^—Do Not (/AN
Overcook!

Prices effective at First .\.o

FIRST

irkets in this vieinily.

LB

Hans-M Mineral Rich

FIRST AT
FIRST NATIONAL STORES!

Vanilla Ice Cream
and Chocolate
ROLL
Sponge Cake

CELLO
PKC

FIRM RED RIPE

| Fancy Yellow

Oranges 2c
4

STRAWBERRY CELATIN

25c

TOMATOES
Florida—Good Size

Peppermint Patties

pkc

ORANGES

CAN

BROOKSIDE

801

J5S5 5555 55rt 553 553

FANCY NATIVE CORTLAND
ALL PURPOSE

MOULD

JOAN CAROL

TH”' MINTS

SSi

Make sure of a delicious Christmas turkey by
placing your order with your meat manager
NOW. These will be the same fine quality
mountain-ruised birds that you enjoyed at
Thanksgiving time. Ali popular sizes at our usual
low prices, too.

APPLES

C 30-OZ

16-OZ
CAN

SWIFT'S BALANCED RATION

Pard Dog Food 2

RSS SKt 5555 5K5

Fruits and Vegetables

FRUIT COCKTAIL

ALL-FISH CAT FOOD

3 Little Kittens 3

Srt SW

FINAST FANCY QUALITY FRUITS

WHITE SPRAY—QUICK OR REGULAR

3-LB

_.

So Colorful,
Easy To Make
and Appetizing

22-OZ
PKG

CEREAL

i Fancy White Slices

Oysters p>65c Halibut b49c

-23c - 12C

5’/2-OZ
JAR

DELICIOUS WHEAT FLAVOR
l A
■BREAKFAST

1-LB

KRISPY

crackers

FINAST

1-LB
PKG

Boned Chicken

»
”
’z
K
fe
$

Make a Holiday Sparkling

1-LB
CAN

™73c

LYNDEN TENDER

12-OZ
, CANS

ALWAYS FRESH AND CRISP

Chunklets

SS?

SS5 SS!

59c

| ORDER CHRISTMAS TURKEYS NOW! |

FINAST WHOLE KERNEL

light

TUNAFISH—LIGHT MEAT PIECES

Speedometer Repair Work On
All Chrysler Make Cars

gt

lb

Seafood
Plump for Slewing

39c

Fillets

CLOVERDALE—SOLID PACK

53c j Hamburg

Frankforts

§

»39'

I Fresh Ground Leon Meat

Fancy Skinless—Tender

APPLE-RAISIN FILLED

«

»43*

TENDER NATIVE BROILERS OR FRYERS

»

EACH 35c

a 49'

FRESH FOWL

|

RICH, FRESH

sliced

TENDER YOUNG NATIVE
X

27'

White Bread 2

> 59'

COOKED HAMS
29c

Iff

»

-65*

HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF—BONE IN

K RICHMOND SELECTED—HAND PACKED

FRUITCAKE MIX

> 47'

SHOULDERS

46-OZ
CAN

PITTED DATES ■ Voz 23c » GREEN PEAS
MAINZER'S—READY FOR THE CAKE

> 37'

SHOULDERS
29-OZ
CAN

« r\Z\| r'C

35'

SMOKED LEAN MEATY REGULAR STYLE

8 FINAST BARTLETT HALVES

39c

»39‘

FRESH LEAN MEATY PORK ROAST

5rC

30-02
CAN

2’k°s29cB PEACHES

PIE CRUST

lb. .27

.........................................3 Ib, can .81

PORK LOINS

$ YOR GARDEN—CALIFORNIA ELBERTA

FINAST FLAKY

Margarine

...................................... 3 lb. can .81

FRESH ROASTING PORK—RIB OR CHINE END

tg FINAST—SLICED OR HALVES—CLING

CLOVERDALE—VITAMIN ENRICHED

Peaches, sliced.............. No. 21/2 can .25

CAN

29-OZ
CAN

2^29' ! APRICOTS

MINCE MEAT

lb. .23

Yellow Eyed Beans........... large can .19

VALVES
for I In- WEEK-END

DREWETT’S GARAGE
Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Service
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
TEL. 33-3
123-Th-tf

„ __

J/fi li

46-OZ

$ RICHMOND WHOLE UNPEELED

GUARANTEED

lb. .37

Dexter Bacon, sliced...................... Ib. .47

Ctuiiwd Foods

19' | ORANGE JUICE

FINAST EASILY PREPARED

WE SELL IS

.........................................

trimmed

-19'
’-LB

K

A 94 day guarantee Is attached
to the good Used Cars we selL
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
turnover. Just the car you want.

47'

cfllo

FRUIT SALAD

EVERY USED CAR

LB

55'/ WALNUTS

1

BOBILL’S

cheese

FINAST FRUIT HALVES—EXTRA HEAVY SYRUP S PURE CAPE CRANBERRY

PRICES ARE LOW AT

lCf SIZE
DOZ

2^2S‘/ KAISInNSC!Md

BAKING
POWDER

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY TRADING WITH US.
Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
Including Sundays.

‘

297

2

CURRANTS

TELEPHONE ROCKLAND 622
LEON R. WHITE, Mgr.

rOof

2S

JJ

BRAZIL NUTS
• No need to risk costly
ingredients ... no need to
disappoint your family in.
the treat you promised! For
here is your secret of deli
cious homemade cake that’s
light as a feather every time...
Double-acting Davis gives
double protection. Batter
rises in your mixing bowl
...then again in your oven.

YOUR

LARr??.5CCS

*1*2 C

15-02
PKCS

ALSO PECANS

33

Alt

FINAST

GRANDMOTHER'S PREPARED

(YOUR MILKMAN)

ROUND

<y
OCEAN SPRAY

Water must be boiling

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Bfc.

fogs

SWEET
CORN
CREAM STYLE

20OZ
CANS

Prices subject to market fluctuations.

NATIONAL

STORES

V

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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day night, members to take a small
gift for the tree. Refreshments wilt
be served.
Schools will close Friday for the
Christmas vacation.
Mrs. Ethel Cushing has returned
home after visiting her daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. James
M.. Knight, Jr., in Pomona, Calif.,
for a month; and also her sister.
Mrs John Sessler and daughter
Miss Marjorie Cushing fcr two
weeks in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Clark enter
tained Saturday at supper at their
home in Rockland to honor Mrs.
Junetta Kalloch on her birthday
Present were Mrs. Ellen Jones. Mr.
and Mrs. Alden Stanley, Ralph
Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Percy Clark
Mrs. Kalloch received a birthday
cake and a fine gift.
Miss Jennie Moody was hostess
Monday to the Beta Alpha Club at
the home of Mrs. Leila Smalley. A
Christmas party was enjoyed with
Miss Nellie Tibbetts in charge of
refreshments, assisted by Mrs.
Madeline Spear and Mrs. Gertrude
Lineken.
The American Legion Auxiliary
at its next meeting will roll bandages for the cancer fund. Refreshments will be served.
The Federated Sunday Schocl
will present a Christmas program
next Sunday at 7 p. m. entitled
' Joyful and Triumphant."
The
Christmas tree will be held Dec.
22 at 7 p. m.
Those here to attend the funeral
services for Capt. Elmer W. Free
man were Mr. and Mrs. Carl A..
Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Clark of Marlboro. Mass.. Mr. and
Mrs. Charless B Freeman and son

THOMASTON
Mrs. Loren Jordan has returned
from Knox Hospital where she was
a surgical patient.
Weymouth Orange met Monday
night with a good attendance.
Worthy Master Earle Maxey and
Ruby Allen gave an interesting re
port of their visit to the State
Grange in Portland. The annual
Christmas party will be held Mon-

tCAMDEN THEATRE
LAST TIMES TODAY
Glenn Ford. Janet Leigh

“Doctor And The Girl” ;
FRIDAY ONLY
Camden-Rockport Lions Club ,

11TH ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS SHOW
Something Doing All Day!
On screen at 2.00—7.00—9.30
Ray Milland, Jean Peters

!‘lt Happens Every Spring
ON STAGE AT 8.45

6 VARIETY ACTS
DARLA AND BOBBY
THE LERMONDS
CAROL ANN CASH
ROBERT LAITE
GERTRUDE DUNBAR
NOVELTONE TRIO

Also

gio

Beautiful Door Prize

All Receipts To Charity Fund

William cf New Britain, Cotm., Mrs.
Evelyn Peaslee of Augusta and Corp.
Robert J. Davis of San Antonio.
Texas.

is expected to return home Friday.
The Tuesday Club met this week
at the home of Mrs. Ralph Thorndike with Mrs. Charles Woodcock
Williams-Brazier Post. A. L„ Aux as assisting hostess. Next week
iliary will hold a party for all com the club will "eat out" and return
munity children under 10 years of to the home of Mrs. Stewart Orage and all Legionnaires' children, beion fcr the Christmas tree.
the Friday night before Christmas.
George Starr. Sr., is receiving
Mayflower Temple. P. S. will meet surgical treatment at a Waterville
Friday at 8 o clock at K.P. hall for hospital.
Inspection.
The Community Christmas tree
Christmas Vespers, a musical set will be held at the church Wednes
ting cf The Story of the Nativity" day night. There will be a prowill be observed Sunday at 5 o’clock gram by the local school children,
at the Baptist Church.
under the direction of their teach
er. tifrs. Mabel Peabody, supple
WEST ROCKPORT
mented by other members of the
The Christmas tree is set up in Sunday School.
one of the triangles at The Square"
Scott Howard, son of Clayton
and will be lighted this week.
Howard, is recovering from pneuThe Blueberry Growers’ Associa monia.
tion building lias attractive window
Mrs.. Earl Tolman attended State
decorations. Two gaily lighted out Grange in Portland last week as
door trees may be seen at the new a delegate from Mt. Pleasant
home of Mr. and Mrs. Phil Davis; Grange.
also outdoor decorations at the I ‘
heme of Ralph Thurston. Many
other homes have trees, electric
candle--, wreaths and colored lights
TELEPHONE 892
all reflecting the holiday spirit.
TODAY-FRI.-SAT.
[ George Parker announces the en
' gagement of his daughter, Gladys
Barbara, to Forrest H. McKenney,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Mc
Kenney of Rockport.
Percy Campbell, youngest son of
Mrs. Olive Wotton is an appendec
tomy patient at Knox Hospital. He

i
!
[

;

j

For Christmas She’ll Cherish a Robe Superbly
|

Zip front,
flare collared
robe in geo
metric print
crepe.

Fashioned of Cotton, Satin, Wool or Chenille

From Our Exciting Holiday Collection

$3.98 to $16.95

who WHrs tht^nts!

Just

robe

the

she’ll

snuggle

up in on frosty evenings ... or

cheerily prepare breakfast in

come morning!
i

MGiWt,

JBU

tailed collars.

(holt

In ember warm

chenille

satin

. . . quilted

cotton.

and

crepe,
Prepare

yourself for a horde of com

On Our Stage

pliments

MARTHA LOGAN

selection.

on

your

wise

gift
B -J

I Courtesy Swift A Co.)

BUD
mi

Choose now from our famous name stock.

de

all-wool flannel . . . novelty

TODAY ONLY—1.15 P. M.

J

have

They

handsomely

and

skirts,

! FRONTIER FIGHTS)

the Home—an Iron, a Toaster, a Mixer

models.

front

zip-

easy shoulders, gently flaring

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

This Christmas Give Mother an Electrical Gift For

and fuzzless

around tie

"And Baby Makes Three”

“TURN ON THE HEAT’

These robes

are featured in classic wrap

ENDS TODAY
Robert Young, Barbara Hale

Also

COOKING SCHOOLS

\ z

FIRST SESSION

LOU

COSTELLO
rn

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.
TEL. 20,

i

STRAND

"Kazan”

MAIN ST..

|
j
;
i

Plus Full Screen Show

Grand Attendance Award

FREE

DECEMBER 22

GIFT BOXES

L. & H. Electric Range
By Meredith Furniture Co.

THOMASTON. ME.

c

Today All Seats 50c (tax Inc.)

Bad ABBOTT . Lon COSTELLO
Ginny Sims - Patrick Knowles Elyse Knox

★ ★★★★★

'L

>\
■

■

-V.

5^

While in thc department

of whatshall-I-get herfor-Christmas hints, let

We Have the Largest Christmas Assortment of

us

Distinctive, Practcial Gifts

suggest

enchanting

lingerie and sleepwear

That We’ve Had in Many Years.

from

our

delightfully

priced collection. Dainty

Come in and see thc Bargain Prices where low overhead
makes possible these tremendous savings for you to
stretch your Christmas Dollars.

slips and half slips iced

with lace or handsomely
tailored . . . charming

We Service What We Sell. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

pajama and lounge coat

L. & H. RANGES. L. & H. WATER HEATERS
APEX WASHERS, VACUUM CLEANERS
YOUNGSTOWN SINKS AND CABINETS
DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES
PHILCO REFRIGERATORS, FREEZERS AND RADIOS

sets.

Just make your

selection and we’ll whip

it into the gayest pack
age you place beheath

the tree!

ALL WELL KNOWN MAKES OF

TOASTERS, IRONERS, WAFFLE IRONS

(3*

RECORD PLAYERS AND MIXERS

Gay chenille rube with

<71

Mel's Appliance
Main St.

Tel. 257

Thomaston

gracefully marked swlrlt.

SAVITT’S INC.
369 MAIN

STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 288

►
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Tuesday-Thursday-SaturBa?

The Sunday Night Study Group
Karen Duff, daughter ol Mr. and
The Rockland Jupior Women’s
Lion’s Charity Show
A Christmas Concert
of
the Kola Klub Methodist Church,
Mrs.
.Charles
Duff.
Willow
street,
Club annual Christmas party was
met
at
the
home
oi
Mr.
and
Mrs.
held Tuesday evening in St Peter's entertained Monday night at a
Raymond H Fogarty. Mrs. Ellen | This Happens In Camedn To Presented Tomorrow Night
Undercroft. Mrs. Virginia Bird hos Christmas supper party and tree.
Hempstead
continued her presen-: morrow and They Have a
By Rubinstein’s Guest, the
tess assisted by Mrs. Joan Estes, Games were followed by an ex
tation
cf
the
lesson entitled "The |
Fine Program
change
of
gifts
from
a
prettily
deco

Gardiner Choral Society
Mrs. Doris Havener, Mrs. Mary
Epps, Mrs. Alice Call apd Miss rated tree. Guests were Judy and Pursuit of Happiness." A round
The Lions Club Charity Show
Members
of the Rubinstein Club
Mrs. Florence Autry, formerly of
Mft. Gladys Hall returned TuesFlorence Leo served a delicious Jane Segal, Peter Tobin. Joey Nel table discussion was held on "Work" j goes on stage at the Camden Thea
are
looking
forward to another
Italian dinner by candlelight to the sen, Barbara and Marilyn Bohn and in regard tc this vita! subject. These
lay from Swan's Island, where she this city, left New York Wednesday
tre
tomorrow
afternoon
and
eve

evening
of
rare
pleasure tomorrow,
in
attendance
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elizab,
h
Dull.
Mrs.
Lerby
Bohn
was
group. President Naomi Benner
vas called two weeks ago by the lor Los Angeles. Mrs. Autry has
ning, with proceeds going to the when the Gardiner Choral Society
presided over the business meeting supper guest of Mr. and Mrs. Duff.. William T. Smith. Jr., of Thomas- !
liness of her sister, Mrs. Ruby been seriously ill recently.
ton. Rev and Mrs. Alfred Hemp- vital Camden-Rockport Lions Club will present a Christmas concert in
with reports beipg given by her
lolmes.
Charity Fund.
the Universalist Church.
A two cent stamp is required this
officers and committees. After the | The 46er's met Tuesday night at'steacj Mr. and Mrs. Donald CalThe
afternoon
show
is
a
chil

Samuel Freeman is director,
!
the
home
of
Miss
Celia
Kirk
Cam'
derwood,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
E. Clifford Ladd of Melrose.' season
on unsealed - Christmas
business meeting Mrs. Ruth Dalton
vfass., is visiting his parents, Mr. card mailingss instead of the for
den street. Hostesses were: Mrs Ellingwood, Mr. and Mrs J. Web- dren's matinee with free popcorn Katherine Staples, pianist. Ruth
and
Mi
’
s.
Vera
Miller
played
for
Turkey Beano Saturday night,
ind Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, while on mer one end one half cent postage. Dec. 17, Temple Hall, Rockland^ group singing. Many nice gifts of Corinne Kinney, Mrs. Helen Mar-' ster Mountfcrt. Mr. and Mrs. Rob- for all and the regular featuru Rines, organist. H. ..Walker French,
on the screen, plus a technicolor bass. Sam Freeman tenor, Mary
I business trip in this vicinity,.
122 126
Game starts at 8 o’clock.—adv.
clothing apd toys were brought for shall, Mrs. Frances Kirk and Miss erj Gregory and Dr. and Mrs. Rusmusical short subject, from 3 to 5. Robbins, Doris Rivard. Alice Scott,
Celia
Kirk.
A
joke
Christmas
tree
sell
Abbott
of
Ash
Point.
Next
Mrs Josephine Rice, City Matron.
The evening show, sure to be Florence Moody, Margaret Rogers
was epjoyed and delicious refresh month's meeting will be with Dr.
tops, in 11 years oi these popular and Aimee MacFarland, sopranos,
II Armed with delicious refresh ments served. Those present were: and Mrs. Abbott.
Christmas season events, will be and Dorothy Jones.alto.
ments the "Back Stage Gang" with Mrs. Virginia Lufkin. Mrs. Mar
Louis A. Walker is resting com highlighted by the screen feature. , The program follows:
Mrs. Elizabeth Passon at the helm, guerite Knowlton, Mrs. Frances
certainly surprised Mrs. Myrtle Kirk, Mrs. Corinne Kinney, Mrs. fortably at the Portsmouth, (N.H.) “It Happens Every Spring." a gala Angels We Have Heard On Higli,
Traditional French Carol
Nelson Tuesday night when they Dorothy Freeman. " Mrs. Carolyn Hospital following a surgical oper stage show "The Theatre Agency,"
Birthday Of A King,
Neidlinger
and
ten
beautiful
door
prizes
to
ation
yesterday
which
was
very
Mashall,
Mrs
Betty
Orne,
Miss
staged a belated housewarming at
Bethlehem.
Goldsworthy
people
who
attend
the
show.
successful.
His
daughter.
Mrs.
her home on Limerock street, find Celia Kirk, Miss Joan Hunt, Mis.
Gesu Bambino.
Yon
ROCKLAND, MAINE,
TELEPHONE 275
405 MAIN STREET,
"It Happens Every Spring” stars I Wonder As I Wander,
ing her completely relaxed and Shirley Bodman. Mrs. Frances Kor- Thomas Sweeney, R. N. of Rockland
is caring for him and his son Dr Ray Milland. Jean Peters and Paul
Appalachian Carol
dressed for the occasion? She was wick and Mrs. Dorothy Sherman.
Burnham S. Walker of Cambridge, Douglas. This top-rated comedy has Pastoral Symphony,
presented
with
a
handsome
and
i From The Messiah)
tf
Herbert Ca'.derwood who has been Mass., was with him during the plenty of laughs in store. The film
useful gift. Late lunch was served.
Comfort Ye My People,
was donated to the local Lions Club
convalcsci(ng at the home of his operation
Recitative, Tenor
Bidden guests were: Mrs. Rilla
by 20th Century Fox. The screen Every Valley Shall Bc Exalted,
sister Mrs. Horace Coombs, Lime
Hennigar, Thomaston, Mrs. Bernice
The
Tiockland
Garden
Club
meets
show starts at 7 and 9.30 p m„
rock street has returned to his
And the Glory Of Thc Lord,
Freeman, Glen Cove, Mrs. Mary
next Tuesday morning in St Peter's
Nylon Petticoats and Panties
"The Theatre Agency'' is a laugh- Thus Saith The Lord,
home in Rockport.
Stone. Mrs. Sue Clark, Mrs. Evelyn
Recitative, Bass
Undercroft lor ap all day meeting. packed stage show featuring the
Ludwig, Mrs. Margaret Winchen
$1.95, $3.95
The Lend-A-Hand class of the Wreaths and decorations for Knox cream of local talent. Tlie setting is But Who May Abide The Day
Of His Coming?
baugh, Mrs. Vivian Spurling, Mrs. Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church Hospital will be made in the morn in the theatre agency office of
Behold, A Virgin Shall Conceive,
Mildred
Sukeforth,
Mrs.
Alice
Soule.
Bra and Panties Set, $3 00
met at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ing. A covered dish luncheon will be Lloyd McFarland
Recitative, Alto
and Marilyn
Mrs. Lelia Clark, Miss Greta Nel Rex Anderson, Glen Cove. Friday served at 12.39. In the afte poon Greenlaw, who make a wonderful O Thou That Tellest Good Tidings Tc Zion,
son, Miss Gail Clark and Miss Devotional period was conducted Mrs. Josephine Rice will speak on comedy team in anybody's language. ,
BERKSHIRE HOSIERY
For Unto Us A Child Is Boni.
J
Virginia Manning, of Rockland.
by Mrs. Rhoda Hamilton followed Christmas in Central America.
But these two agents are searching There Were Shepherds Abiding In
Full Fashion—New Shades
by a business session after which
for television talent.
The Feld, Recitative, Soprano
Miriam
Rebekah
Lodge
will
meet
Taffeta Party Dresses sizes 3 to 12. gifts were taken from a prettily de
And Lo! The Angels Of the Lord
Here
are
some
of
the
people
they
$1.35, $1.50, $1.65, $1.95
$2.95 and $3.95. Childrens Special corated tree and distributed ameng Tuesday evtjning followed by the interview: Bob Laite, who turns up
Come Upon Them.
Recitative. Soprano
ty Shop. 375 Main St.
123-lt the n embers by the co-hostesses, annual Christmas part} for which in blackface and sings like Jolscn!
l\ .
And Thc Angels Said Unto Them,
each member is to take a small gift
Mi’s. Anderson and Mi’s. Hjordis
Recitative. Soprano
for the tree. Supper will be seived The Lermonds, whose banjos can
Thorvaldsep. Delicious refreshments
Suddenly There Was With The
■'Ll
with Mrs. Apnie Aylward in charge talk like people! Darla and Bobby AndAngel,
Recitative, Soprano
were served Present were: Mrs.
and Mrs. Leona Pierpont as head the top-notchers of the dance rou Glory To God.
Hattie
Lord,
Mrs.
Mattie
Barter,
tine!
Carol
Ann
Cash,
whose
acro

-n
waitress.
Then Shall The Eyes of the Blind
fy
lz
Mrs Annie Ross and son George.
batics are always enjoyed.
Be Opened. Recitative. Soprano
Jr., Mrs. Katherine Gregory, Mis.
Gertrude Dunbar with her laugh He Shall Feed His Flock Like A
For social itemi in The CourierJ. A. Belyea, Mrs. Sadie Gray, Mrs. Gazette, phone 1044. City
Shepherd
59tf able pantomimes. And Noveltone
WARREN AND CROWN
Mae Gray, Mrs. Margaret Gregory,
Trio, who enter the act at any pro Behold, The Lamb Of God,
NYLON SLIPS
fi££/EV£9MS£C0MS.' Mrs. Vivian Lord, Mrs. Eva ChaHallelujah.
vocation, much to the amazement
LUGGAGE
For almost instant relief, puut a
ples,
Mrs
Margaret
Lord,
Mrs.
An

BY LUXITE, BELDING
of
McFarland
and
Greenlaw
and
few Vicks Va-tro-nol Nose Drops
Half Price
nie Dorman. Mrs. Clara Gray, Mrs.
in each nostril
to the amusement of everybody else.
Buy Edna Payson’s Christmas
AND CORTICELLI
Va-tro-nol works W '
Wardrobe Cases
Therese Chase apd Mrs. Graci
The Graphic Theatre Circuit has Cards, Stationery, Wrappings, etc.,
right where®
COTTO?) DRESSES turned over the Camden Theatre to on sale at MacPhail’s, 445 Main
Fish. The class plans to remember
Nylon Lace Trimmed
stuffy trouble is!
$20.00 and $25.00
It opens up coldall church shut-ins on Christmas, i
the local Lions Club, so aU proceeds Street; also at her home, 81 Grace
clogged nose . ..
Sizes 3 to 12
or Tailored
The January meeting will be held ai |
(except iederal taxes on admission> street. City. Tel. 163-M.
relieves stuffi
Week-end and Larger
ness . . . and lets
the home of Mrs. Hattie Lord, Bay120-Th-126
will go to this worthy cause.
CHILDREN
’
S
you
breathe
Cases
$5.98, $6.50, $8.95
View Square.
again. Try it.
SPECIALTY SHOP
s’S'Cfus'e'e'S’S'L'S'ges'C'e'E'S'S's’Pg'c's’S’S'S'S'g’S’g’C'i'e'SKistrssetc^
Pastels—Pink, Blue and
$10.00. $12.50. $17.50
An ideal Christmas gilt. Slippers ' 375 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
White
up to $35.00
One Flight Up in Paramount
HOSE for men, women and children. |
Restaurant Block.
I DROPS QUALITY SHOE SHOP. 310 Main I
JUST RECEIVED
St..
122-126!

Social Matters

Mr and Mrs. Lee Wotton of In
graham Hill were tepdered a sur
prise post nuptial shower at their
home Sunday night by friends and
relatives Present were. Mrs. Lydia
McLure, Eino Maki. Karl Maki, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Salo, Mrs. Hilma
Kataipen, Mrs. Gesta Meklin, Oke
and Barbara Meklin. Mrs. Hugo
Blonrquits, Mrs. Aile Salo. Mrs.
Lillian Maki and Shirley and Rich
ard Maki. Jr., Miss Jean Morris,
Misses Sonya. Mary and Sonia
Korhopen and Norma Dean.

WOTTON'S

Head Cold
Sluffiiu

HOLIDAY DRESSES
All the

Pastel Wools, Rayon Jerseys. Dressy Taffetas

famous

and Light and Dark Crepes
Women's, Misses', Junior Sizes.

names in the watch-

Priced $8.95 to $16.50
world are here for
Mail and Phone Orders Given Prompt Attention.

r
you to choose and to

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP

give with pleasure.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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from SULKA
$$$ isfc

Sport Shirts

E'gin
Pocket Watch
15 jewel queen!
Budget it today!

&

Perennial favorite!
Priced so low ... 15
To wear with jewels ... fine leather
pride... 15 jewels... s,rap
$29”
15 jewel ele gold-filled case.
gance with gold-filled
NO MONEY DOWN
Lord Chatham. For bracelet.
sport or dress, this 17
$1 WEEKLY
Lady Hazen. Yellow jewel time-piece for
gold-plated case . . . him!
Goddess ol Time. 17 17 jewels.
$425°
jeweled charmer! Ex
BUDGET ITI
quisite bandl

$5.95 to $15.00

‘29”

While

“Nylon” Sport Shirts
$8.95
%

*3375

Franklin. Trim but
terrific. Built to take itl
17 jewels.
$1 WEEKLY

$4950

-7:Truly unusual
beauty! 19 jewels . . .
Prince Vernon. Mascu 14K natural gold case.
line styling at its best . . . raised crystal.
Alice. 2 diamonds to ... 17 jewels.
5200 30
thrill her... 17 jewels.
$2 WEEKLY

CADET. I 5 jewels.

Dwmure! 17 jewel
CHARGE IT!

$57.50

BUY NOW!

“Doverdale
Washable Rayon

Sport Shirts
$4.95
Other Sport Shirts

Sport Shirts
$3.95

Gabardine

Ties

White, Solid Colors and
Stripes

$42«>

BULOVA

Van Heusen
Washable Gabardine

$3.95
Arrow Shirts

$1 WEEKLY

$3750

McGregor
Washable Gabardine in a
Variety of Colors.

$39.75

$35°°

Ir

tel

Zo * 4?"

Stanton. Ultra modern
design . . . Roman 12 MONTHS TO PAY
Holly. Tiny round dial numeral dial ... 17 $675°
. . . cord band ... 17 jewels.
Meteor Truly mascu jewels.
PAY US LATER 1
line! Expansion brace
,50”
$7150
,7 jewels.
Bolero. Link bracelei let
neatly spans her wrist
$1 WEEKLY
17 jewels insures
dependability

$67so

$3.65 to $4.50
Van Heusen Shirts
Spread Collar — In White
“Century" P.old Look Postcis
and Other Solid Colors

$3.95
Other Broadcloth Shirts
Good Quality
White and Colors.

New—Exclusive Patterns
Satins, Rayons, Silks

$1.00 to $2.50

$2.95

*71

$4750

OFF/NS

$37.50

MENS

$33.75

X — Z

Il's out pleasure lo give you as much credit as you need, always!

393 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND. ME..

TEL. 1430

AND

BOYS

CLOTHING

FURNISHINGS, SHOES AND UNIFORMS

389

MAIN ST

RCCKIAND

ME

in

I
F5QB ETflffl
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Teddy Bears
32'

assorted colors

*?

4.95

X
X
X
X
X

x
x
x

30-in.

30 piece—1.59

Remote Control Switches—16.50 pr.

1

-

''*

v
v

X

Doll Houses
Metal — 3.98

£

I

Cash Registers
2.29—3.95

£

Tricycles

98c — 7.95

10" x I’’ front wheel

29.95

2.25-

Tractors

v
y
y
V
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
B
y

Indoorjand Outdoor
Outdoor Lighting Sets, 25 lights ......................................

$6.98 £
A
Indoor Tree Light Sets, series ............................................
,89 g

Independent Burning Light Sets .......................................

Radio

2.98

2 25

2 49

Bubble Light Sets
5 Lighted Santa, Sleigh and
»
Reindeer .....................................

All Steel Wagons

I

Indoor Tree Light Sets, 15 bulbs........................................

4.45—11.95

1.69

Clown Glows

.............................

.79
.89

Bunny Lites

..............................

.79

Santa Glows

..............................

.69

S Santa Lites ...................................

Single Electric Candles ...................

I nit of 3 candle lights ...................

1,39 ;5

1 nit of 5 candle lights ...................

] 98 x

Complete Ski with Bindings.
Northland Skis, 6’3*’, 6’6”,
6’9”, with steel edges.
22.50
(A saving of 7.00)

i

Extension Cords........ 6 ft. 29c, 9 ft. 39c, x

12 ft. 15c, 15 ft. 59c •»
■
x
Electric Connecting Plugs ...........

x
X
25
Watt
Colored
Bulbs,
plus
tax
X
Musical Glow Clown .....
2.98
X
X
10 Watt Colored Bulbs, plus tax
Musical Glow Santa ......
2.98
X
X
s
X
GOOD SUPPLY OF CHRISTMAS DECORATION REPLACEMENT BULBS
X
X
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Boys’ Tubular Skates
6.95
Men’s and Boys’ Hockey
Skates—7.95

Stoves

1.69

Scooters

v
B

2.45—7.95
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Ladies’ White Figure
Skates—9.95
5
y
S
I

1.98
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y
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Rubber tire, all steel

y
B

Wolverine

Sinks

■
I

y
y
y

I nit of 8 candle lights, series .... 1.79 *

.10
.17
.20

Iy

■
I

1,49 3

Outdoor 'free Lights ................................................................

■
y
y
y

5.95 and up

Electrical Xmas Decorations
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Trucks
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75 Watt Transformer—7.95

tf
tf
e
e

Majorettes—5.95

I

I
£
£
£

46 piece—2.59

«r
V
»

Magic Skin Dolls
6.98—7.95

Electric Trains (American Flyer)

Aluminum Tea Sets

I

3.39—5.95

Mechanical Train Sets

,l«t?

Speedaway Sleds

31”—2.98

38’’—3.49

12”—3.98

16”—4.50

y
y
y
5
y

I
5
5

52’’—5.95

v

Sunbeam Automatic
Toaster—22.50
Sunbeam Mixmatter]
39.95

WAFFLE IRONS

7.45 up

Hamilton Beach
38.50

K. M. Speed Mix
29.95

G. E. Universal
Superlectric auto
matic Irons

G. E. Pop Up Toaster
21.50

5.95—11.95

Proctor and Superlectric
Pop Up Toaster—11.95

Also G. E. Steam
Irons

y
y
x

v

V
I
sc
*
*
Electric ('locks
4.95 plus tax

in assorted colors

Home Utility Black & Decker Tools
3.50—34.50

Electric Drill Kit, 21 pieces ...............................................39.95

6-Piece Manicure Sets .......................................

3.95

Novelty Horses ......................................................

.39 and .98
1.69
6.95—24.50
4.95

18.95
35.95
Dremel Electric Sander, Polisher and Massager
14.85
Dremel Moto-Saw ................................................................
5.85
Bit Braces .........................................................
1.69—5.95
Atkins Hand Saws ..........................................
3.75 5.45

Rittenhouse Door Chimes .................................

Gold Finished Vases, large ........... ,..............

Vanity Sets ............................................................
Liquor Dispenser Sets ...................

Ritepo;nt Lighters, assort, colors
(with visible fuel supply) ......................

Electric Drill ......................................................................

J/2” Electric Drill ............................................................

3.75

Millers Falls Hand Tools

.98
Baby Brush and Comb Sets............................ 1.49 to 5.95
Giant Piggy Banks (reg. 3.49) ...................
1.49
Table Lamps, assort, colors ..........................
3.49—5.95
Toasters ...................................................................
1.98
3.95
Electric Hot Plates ..............................................
2.98
Presto Pressure Cookers.......... 4 qt. 12.95, 6 qt. 14.95
Carving Sets .....................
1.98—7.49
Coaster Sets .............................................................

Hand Drill ....................................................

Folding Rules, 6 ft.......................................
Toolcraft Hand Sanders .........................
Combination Squares .............................

Carving Tool Sets ......... .............................
Spiral Screw Driver ..................................

Automatic Hand Drill .............................

Swing-A-W’ay Can Openers ............................................

2.49

Torpedo Levels ....................................... —•

Outdoor Thermometers ..................

Block Plane ...................................................

Fluorescent Desk Lamp (reg. 9.95) .............................

1.25
2.00
7.95
5.95
1.00
4.95

Bed Lamps ..............................................................................

1.98

Luminous Flashhlights .....................................................

1,89

2-Cell Flashlights, complete ...........................................

,89

Alarm Clocks (plus tax) ...................................................
Captain Marvel Wrist Watches ....................................

Detecto Scales ........................................................................

All Metal Desk Lamps ........................................................

Smooth Plane ..............................................

Hack Saw Frames ....................................

$130.00
.49—1.29
Pliers, from 5-10 in........................
Adjust. Wrenches, 4” - 12”...... .... 1.29—2.95

Porter Cable Speedmatic Saw, 8 in.

Diamond

Diamolly
Clayton and Lambert Blow Torches, qt. size
Bench Vise, ll/»” ................................................
Diehl Electric Motors, 14 h.p.........................

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkX

7.95 and 8.95
2.45
19.00

CRIE COMPANY
328 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 205

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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of all, we must see that a just aitd become accustomed, and discards
equitable truce is maintained In or- the platitudes which we so often
der that we may delay the nexti deal off the top of our minds,
war as long as possible. We must
Instead he gives us a clear wellfurther world education and reform, focused picture in which he shows
and we must promote world agen- us that what is true of nations, and
cies without yet requiring the aboli- just as there can be no peace
tion of national sovereignty. In amongst individuals when they acthis way. Nations will gradually; knowledge no sovereign power, so
become units of local government i there can be no peace among najust as countries and cities become tions.
centers in the process of national!Anarchy is the cause of war; and
zation."
it is only through the abolition of
Clifton Fadiman in his introduc- anarchy, whether individual or na
tion warns us that this is not an tional, that perpetual peace can be
easy book to read. It lacks emotion attained.
and a personal style. It is devoid
To us today tliat seems like an
of humour. Instead Dr. Adler at- Impossible goal. Our tendency is
tempts to revive the method of old against long range policies. It is
philosophers and presents his work our nature to seek quick satisfac- i
in a style which might be called tion. Mortimer Adier in Hew to !
geometrical. He lays low one popu- think about War and Peace" has ap- .
lar illusion after another by the pealed to reason against tempera- I
simple process of requiring precise ment, and still he is able to move
definitions of all the terms used in the reader by his plea that perpetual
discussion.
He strips away the peace will be attained only if the
fuzzy thinnking to which we have work is begun and carried out by
generations which will not live to
see it accomplished. It is a book
which we, who belong to those gen
erations should read if his ideal is
ever to be realized.—by Patricia J.
Hall. South Thomaston.

It wants against the over optimism
which expects universal peace in
I o>ur time, and the over pessimism
To Prevent War Or Make which refuses to aim at what it re
Peace—Adler’s Book a gards as forever unattainable. The
author takes a realistic view’, and
Guide For Thought
although he sees no possibility that
the world has seen its last w’ar, he
How to think about war and
does believe that eventually men
peace, by Adler. Mortimer Jerome. wU, grow up sufflciently t0 banlsh
New York. Simon Shuster C1944; j the chaos of war through the only
307 pages.
method he thinks feasible, that is.
This is not a book on how to' through the surrender of national
...
,
] sovereignty to a super world govprevent war. It is not a book on
J
ernment with sovereign power,
how to make peace. It is. as the Then and on]y then wi„ we have
title states, a book on how to think j peace just as from the beginning of
about war and peaoe. It is intended j time, peace has existed whenever
to serve as a guide for the intelli- men have formed political com
gent comprehension and criticism munities, and the family has be
come a clan, a city, a State, a na
of the hundreds of books which
tion, and now the next step—the
have been written about our present world.
"peace" and about the prospect of
He is not content however with
future wars.
giving us this distant ideal only.
The author says that this is a He offers suggestions as to what
book of ideas with which to think. we may do in the meantime. First

Doesn’t Tell How

£?$ &

Last 10 Seconds Of Sun
day’s Game Spelled De
feat For the Nelsons

Mr. and Mrs. William Sibiski of 36
Old
County read in Rockland, have
Events Of 1904, As Compiled
erected
what is doubtless the most
For This Paper By James
fitting
and
striking Christmas dis
Burns
play in the area. The couple have
December G,
i The big tliree story warehouse of depicted the Nativity scene faith
Thorndike Ac Hix, the well known fully, setting the whole in a bower
j commission merchants and dealers of evergreens on their lawn.
i in canned goods, running the enMr. Sibiski explained that the
1 tire length of their wharf at the
foot of Lime street, place, was j display is copies in miniature from
practically destroyed by fire last the huge municipal display shown
night. The fire was thought to have in one of the parks of his native
originated in a smoke house, lately
| installed for smoking hams. The fair sized waiting rooms. One was
| monster blaze broke out about 8.30 to be taken to Gardner's Corner at
X p. m. and spread rapidly. The big the Highlands.
JS \ stock of canned goods, practically
There were 13 prisoners at the
A i all of the season’s pack was de- County jail.
X I stroyed. The crowd was treated to
December 7,
a spectacular display when the
.Yesterday
afternoon
the ell of the
boiler burst, scattering cans to the
four winds. Several firemen had St. Nicholas Hotel on Main street
close escapes from death, and one was gutted by fire, and the main
was quite severly injured. Fireman building was damaged by smoke
John Minihan who was atop a lad and water. The fire was said to have
der when the explosion occurred originated in the dining room. The
i was blown backward on to a wood St. Nicholas was one of the oldest
pile, where he received a spra ned Hotels in the city, and was opened
akle and possible internal injuries. in 1869 by G. A. Lynde as the Lynde
Mayor Rhodes presided at the House. In 1872 the roof of the
meeting of City Government last building was burned off It had also
night. The report of the liquor caught fire several times since then.
agent gave the sales for the past In 1881 the hotel was reopened by
Bird and Nutter alter extensive
i month of liquors as $171.88.
The waiting room of the R.T &C. repairs, under the name of the St.
street Railway at the corner of Nicholas.
Main and Mechanic streets was be
The hotel was now owned by
ing cut in two, thus making two Berry Brothers, and the John I.

i
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RIDE 'EM

LOCOMOTIVE

"Marx." Mechanical
SPARKING FREIGHT TRAIN
Harmless sparks fly out of the stack and a bell rings
as the train races around the 137" oval track. In
cludes locomotive, tender, 2 cars, caboose, 6 sections
of straight and 8 sections of curved track.

3.98

Play Furniture For A Little Miss!

7-PC. PLASTIC

$4.49
A good exerciser and great fun
for tiny tots. Cab top makes a
comfortable seat and the ten
der can be used to haul toys.
27" long with 10" high cab
top. Finished in bright red
enamel.

More Than Just A Toy!

BEDROOM SET

98c
Miniature reproductions of real
furniture — bed, vanity, highboy,
night table, vanity bench. The set
also includes 2 cute little plastic
dolls.

BOTTLED
An Adorable 'Baby" With
A Complete Wardrobe!
//

‘SjunJwdjB

IKEASCRE CASE

— the 4 most Fuel that
serves the 4 most needs

Sunbabe is an 11-inch tall jointed
rubber doll with hard rubber
head. She’s lifelife and lovable —
drinks from a bottle and wets her
diapers. Set includes doll, luggage
case, 5-piece layette and 9-piece
play accessory group. A gift that
will provide endless hours of en
tertainment for any little girl.

An easy to operate prelector
that shows 16mm film on 100
foot reels. Has tilt adjustment,
framer and air cooled AC
motor. Made of 20 gauge steel,
grey enamel finished.

IA

SPACE
HEATING

December 8

Twenty-two years ago this date,
in 1882 the following business con
cerns ran advertisements. C. Do
herty, Grocer, 274 Main street; Wil
liam A. McLain, Successor to R. C.
Wooster. Boots and Shoes, 223

WRITES TO 3 YEARS WITHOUT REFIM.INO

ft

This couj>on and only 98c entitles bearer to the famous national I y-advertised
WINFIELD new bail point pen (formed;, sold at $5.00). Precision-designed
in beautiful gold-color metal car- and body. Truly remarkable value ! Com
pares with expensive pen:.. No leak, no skip. Instant drying. Makes 8 carbon
copies. Inexpensive refiPs available. H year written service agreement. Mail
orders filled 15< extra. Hurry 1 Supply limited. Ask for WINFIELD pen

at
GOODNOW’S PHARMACY—Main and Park—Rockland

Xmas Specials
Full Fashioned

And Seamless

Vtiltorf0*
"for better living”
Comfort and convenience are yours when your
borne is equipped with this clean, speedy, de

Ru'ffed. “
‘
Rcafaitic 7%octet'
Steel Constructed
ROAD GRADER

$12.95
An action packed scale model of the
real thing. Scraper blade has a 90
degree arc and adjusts 3 ways. Tan
dem wheels on Goodyear tires keep
the grader level on "rough roads”.
26” long and weighs 10 lbs. — it's
all steel!

An ideal gift for a little
"Mother”. It's 20" long, 10"
wide and 8" deep. Made with
a sturdy metal frame and wear
resistant fabric. Has 5” wheels.
Hood and body are grey —
frame and wheels aluminum
finished.

h*

$4.95

$11.95

FOLDING
DOLL CARRIAGE

The
Dcver-Fcxcroft
Rockets
blazed into action in the final
I minutes of the semi-pro game at
Community Building Sunday after
noon to take the Nelson Brothers'
outfit 60-58 in as neat a ball game
as has graced the local court this
season.
With 10 seconds left on the clock,
the teams were deadlocked at 58
. all and it looked like an overtime
j period coming up when Mtke Dean
I of the Rockets blazed one from
• the floor which swished through
i the net almost as the whistle
1 sounded to end the game.
Nelsons led 19-16 go.ng out of
i the first period and 35-28 at the
I half as they hit their stride. They
i lengthened their lead in the third
| to head the Dover-Foxcroft aggre! gation 53-39 starting the final
period. The lend changed through
out the period as the Rockets lived
up to their name, sparked by Dean.
The Thomaston Townies took the
Rockland National Guard in the
prelim game by a score of 26-23 in
—Pnoto by Cullen
Baltimore each year, for which evergreen bower which is topped what was also a close scoring game
funds are raised by public subscrip with a brilliant white star.
all the way.
Sibiski. who is an employe of
tion.
A bed cf hay covers the floor of General Seafoods fillet plant, and & Co. Groceries; Mrs. L. S. Keene,
the stable on w’hich are placed the his wife were occupied a week in Millinery; North National Bank,
9-inch high figures of Mary and the spare time in building the dis N. T Farwell, Cashier; R. H. Burn,
Joseph and the Christ child, as well play and placed it on their lawn ham and Co., Furniture; J. L.
Breck
Co Boston Variety Store;
as the three Wise Men and the a week ago.
The home is on Old County road, John Ackerman, Tailor; E. F.
shepherds.
A concealed loud speaker con just short of the Rockland-Thom Leach. Sewing Machines; Bicknell
nects with a record player in the aston line and easily reached by , Tea Co.; S. M. Veazie, Hardware;
Clothing House,
hcuse. which automatically plays its car. The display is lighted and j New England
12 Christmas tunes. Small colored the record player in operation each I Simonton Brothers, Dry Goods.
With two destructive fires along
lights decorate the outside of the night.
the waterfront within the last six
owners
Berry estate, and was being man- Main street; H. S. Moor, Watch- months, many propery
aged and operated by Captain Em- J maker. Corner Main and Elm street along the waterfront brought up the
question of procuring a fire boat to
ery Colcord.
E. B Mayo. Dress Goods, Charles
Yesterday the trustees of the T. Spear. Flour and Seeds. 329 Main help in protecting these properties.
The American Express Co., moved
Maine Insane Hospital came to street J. T. Lothrop, Pa nts. 44
Rockland and took the tug Somers Park street, H. C. Chapman, Har to its new quarters in the Spear
N. Smith for Widow's Island. Here nesses. 282 Main street; Albert block, corner of Main and Park
Place. Joseph Adams was to occupy
they visited the building which the] smith. Musical Instruments,; W. O.
the quarters just vacated at the
government had given to the State.: Hewett Ac Ca.. Dry Goods William
Their object in visiting the build- I P. Hurley. Broker; Davis Tillson Corner of Main and Water street.
ing was to see if it could be used advertised for 50 quarrymen at j According to records, students
for a Summer home for Insane pa Hurricane Island; F. L. Cummings, I given driving training in high
tients. The Summer residents of Carriage and Blacksmith Shop; j school are better motorists than
North Haven resented this pro G. W. Drake, Stoves and Furniture; j those who did not receive the
posed change very strongly. They D. T Keen & Son, Market Mather 1 insruction.
■,
claimed that the turning of the Old
Marine Hospital into an asylum
Xivas G/ft
would not be at all agreeable to
k
FORMERL/ SOLD AT $5.00
the Summer visitors of whom there
NEW. STREAMLINED WINFIELD
were quite a number. The building
in question was erected by the U.S
;WI?
-Jd
Government for use as a hospital
WITH A 10 TEAR WRITTEN SERVICE POLICY
in the Spanish American War, but
w’as not used.

n

CHEST

This Will Make Her lyes
Sparkle!

GAS

TREASURE

MOTOR DRIVEN
MOVIE PROJECTOR

Lost By Two Points

A Remarkable Christmas Display

Looking Backward

youngsters

Fun For
Little
Folks!
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5®r®* Size — With Semi-Pneumatic Tlretl

pendable modern fuel. No inconvenience lor

.

•

,

x 15V5" x 4Vi")

has space for bulky loads. Edges
are rounded for smoothness, and
the red enamel finish is baked on.
A gift sure to please any boy!

?1

I

Angora Sweaters

A. C. M'LOON & CO.
McLOON WHARF, ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 51

duL/-

In Slip-Ons-Cardigans

102-Th-tf

Carr’s Automotive Machine Shop

BEST AND MOST ACCURATE MACHINES
OBTAINABLE THE WORLD OVER

It coasts fast, pulls

Irregulars

advantages of Utility Gas.

All Steel
COASTER WAGON

a ftp

Pairs

New England families benefit by the many

HAS THE

an
easy
’and the b*«.
VViVV
roomy body (34"

2

installation. Let us show you why thousands oi

"RADIO FLYSP"

4

Nylon Hosiery

$0.98
£
and
$0.98

sals'

The new Carr Automotive and Marine Machine Shop has
the best and most accurate machines obtainable, the world over.
Its skilled workmen ire qualified through careful training and
50 years collective experience to give you complete MACHINE
SHOP SATISFACTION in Automotive and Marine Service.
Let us serve your Machine Shop requirements. Come in
especially and see our new large Van Norman Stationary Crank
Shaft Regrinder, Tobin Arp Line Boring Machine. Resizing Ma
chine, and Pin Fitting Machine.

Tobin Arp Machines are the best and most accurate the
world over. They are guaranteed 100% accurate. Jobbing is our
Specialty, Rebabbitting, Piston Grinding, Pin Fitting, Crank
shaft Grinding, Cylinder Reboring, Complete Engine Rebuild
ing for exchange.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
586 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND. ME..

TEL. 24

120-Th-tI

VALUES TO $7.95

> ,
'
‘

„

'

SIZES 32 TO 40
ALL PASTEL COLORS

CAN BE MATCHED FOR TWIN SETS____________

SAVITT’S, INC.
369 MAIN STREET,

“Style Without Extravagance”

ROCKLAND, MAINE

fessionai training, with several
Summer schools. In addition, she
has an average of eight years' ex
Teachers Entitled To Great perience in teaching and dealing
est Respect and Debt Of with young people. With this
background she starts her day
Gratitude
about 8.00 in the morning, ready
A teacher's trust is very great ing her room and program for the
and one which is given of her own children about to enter. Her class
free will. It is a loyalty to com- room program is no longer the
aunity service and devotion tc single group all doing the same
(Jhildfren. professional pride, and things at the same time, because
she realizes the varying abilities
integrity, and all of those things
in the room and divides them and
that is expected of professional men
works with them in several groups.
and women. Teachers look forward This means a great deal of plan
to a useful and honored career o: ning. preparing many materials,
public service from which they gain
md continued study in new and
deep personal satisfaction, realizing better methods ol teaching.
their life's work brings security and
Recess time she goes onto tire
respect to the community.
Yes, the teachers of Rocklani ilayground with her children and
oversees their play. At noontime
and other communites occupy a po
fer
two days a week, she is given
sition of honor and trust to a greater
no
relief
from the responsibility of
degree than ever before. American I
children.
She must organize the
strength and security in the future
Will be drawn from character, de no .n lunch program and supervise
them until the opening of school
votion. and loyalty of its people.
These people are the little folks cf I in the afternoon.
Her program then continues until
today, and it is loyalty of your
teachers that determine these | 3.30. After school hours many go
characteristics. Every parent wants I home at 4 to rest before taking up
his child to become a thoughtful the evening duties of correcting pa
Child and well-informed citizen. pers and planning for the next day.
AU parents desire that their child Many stay and do this work in the
WiU be ablc to contribute to the building.
Yes. she also has extra-curricucommunity through what is termed
of the world about them, and a lar meetings with thc Superintenddeep seated devotion to the Ameri ent, teacher meetings with her prin
can ideal of equality, opportunity, cipal. P.T.A. meetings with the pub
lic. She also shares lier burden of
feUowship. and fair play
Yes, it is a great trust that falls public responsibility in doing good
on a teacher's shoulders to be things on various committees in the
shared by home, church, and other community. Her day is a long day
with no break to relax as the chilAgencies.
The task of performing this trust j ^cn need her constant attention
is not the simple easy five-hour a ! from morning to night,
day program that many consider' A person who does not have deit to be. Let's look at the schedule | votion for children, prcfessicnal
of a typical teacher in the Rock-; pride in a job well done and a deland Schools.
sire to do good public service could
? She has two to five years oi pro- not stand this strain for long. We

What We Owe Them

*»por
Monthly

$110 $190

$260

Interest chorget 3% per month on
balances up *0 $150; 2'/j% per month
on any remainder ol such balances up
to $3oo.r»?j

IN ONE TRIP!

Phon© the YES MANager—give a few necessary facts
—then come in. It’s “Yes’* to 4 out of 5 promptly.

Leans $25 to $300 on'Signature, Furniture or Car
'TWf COMHN'll) THAT UKtS TO SAY YfS**

FINANCE CO.
2nd ft., 356 MAIN ST., PHONf: 1133
mad, la rovdonti of all wrrounding town,

•

AT STRAND THEATRE TUESDAY

j

,
j

j
j
Darla Thomas and Bobby Regnier

Above are two of the pupils of i
Miss Madelyn Oliver's School of ■
the Dance appearing next Tuesday
morning at Strand Theatre in a
Christmas revue for the children at
9. A very good program for the chil
dren has been arranged by the
management for this occasion, in i
eluding the Dancing School revue
on the stage with a number of Miss1

diver's Pupils. A Sealtest ice cream
eating contest, cartoons and to
wind-up the morning with a full
length feature suitable for the chil
dren ijn 'Five Little Peppers in
Trouble". Tickets are pow on sale
at both theatres for the children
and at Thomaston Tickets may be
secured until Saturday night at
Linekin's Market.

CASH YOU GET

15 Mos. $9.21 $15.88 $21.60
20 Mos. 7.39 12.73 17 29

loam

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Small loan Statute license No. 35

LOANS $350 UP TO $1000 MADE 3Y
ENGLAND FINANCE
---------- ’
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON—EVENINGS BV APPOINTMENT

NEW

owe these teachers of our commun to bed for a month.
ity the greatest of respect and a
Almost 100,000,000 pounds of but
deep debt cf gratitude.
ter are manufactured in Nebraska
J. Weldon Russell.
Superintendent. each year.

and heat.
Dr. Spurr finds the Moon presents
the preserved picture of a stage of
No Water There But Im its evolution through which the
earth passed in earlier ages and all
mense Fields Of Moving
of its surlacc configuration can be
Lava, Scientists Say
explained on the basis of volcanic
The Battle of the Moon is under activity. His third volume of re
way. It is being waged by scien searches, "Lunar Catastrophic His
tists who are trying to figure cut tory-' i Rumford, Press, Concord,
how the moon developed the pecu- N. HI, was published a few months
liar features that are found on ! ago. His earlier works, "Features of
its surface when examined thiough ; The Moon" (two volumes issued as
a telescope. They are very much in i one.) was published a couple oi
years ago by Science Press, Lan
disagreement about causes.
The contest is now focused on re caster. Penn.
Dr. Baldwin finds the pockmarked
searches of geologist J. E. Spurr,
of Winter Park, Fla, who spent appearance oi the moon was caused
half a century studying the earth's by the bombordment of that planet
crust ,n various parts of tlie globe, by meteors great and small. His
and astronomer Ralph B Baldwin, researchers are present in “The
of the Applied Physics l aboratory Face of the Moon", issued a few
Johns Hopkins University, the Eait- weeks ago by the University ot
more. who spent recent years Chicago Press.
While Dr. Baldwin finds no diffi
study ng military explosives and
culty in fitting his shooting-star im
bomb craters” they produce.
The Moon's surface is irregularly pact theory to both the tiny cratersprinkled with high jagged moun lets and the great seas of < nee mol
tains, not like the snakelike chains ten lava on the face of the Moon,
we know on earth, but in ring lor- j Dr. Spurr statess bluntly that he
(nation. It has no water whatever, j finds not the slightest trace of me
cut vast smooth areas loo.; like teoric impacts on the lunar surface.
Both scientists picture an era ol
oceans. They are seas of what was ai
one time melted and liquid rock, terrible cataclysms on the Moon and
now hard and frozen. The ling both place the time far back in the
mountains look like volcanic craters Earth’s geological history. At this
particularly in some sizes, but they time, according to both, the Moon
have a wide range in dimension was young and had a recently
some a few miles across and others cooled crust. This provides both
with the internal conditions in thc
150 miles or more.
Mountains on the Moon are. in Moon to support their theories—a
general light in color while the ource of molten rock From this
' seas'' are dark it is the distribu point, however, they travel in op
tion of light and dark areas that posite directions.
Internal fires of the Moon, caus
produce the irregular pattern seen
on the face of the full moon, with ing compressed incandescent rock
the naked eye. and popularly called and gas pressuress. lifted and
punched holes through the crust
"The Man In the Moon. "
When the Moon is
studied and squirted floods of lava over the
through the telescope with moder surface in typical volcanic eruption
ate powers of magnification the style but on a grand scale, accord
face of 'The Man” disappears and ing to Dr. Spurrs theory.
Asteroids, flying mountains mov
there is seen instead a tremendous
expanse of rocky scenery, moun ing on erratic courses through
tainous .rings and their debris and space, and meteoric masses of
vast fields of lava, the picture sug stone and iron collided with the
gesting something now very dead, Moon, striking with tremendous en
cold, dry and sterile, but at the ergy because of their high velocity
same time tells of a period when it made deep dents wnere the smaller
was a place of catastrophic happen ones hit. and punctured the crust
ings which caused the Moon to irom the outside where the larger
shine with its own intense light ones struck, thus providing a vent

Battle Of The Moon

tor the internal ocean of liquid lava
This, with a little inaccuracy due
to brevity, is Dr. Baldwin's theory.
Dr. Baldwin described Mare Imbrium, the largest sea of lava on
the Moon, as superimposed on the
Earth so that its area covers onethird of the area of the United
States, a circle reaching from Min
nesota to Alabama.
He finds that a flood of molten
rock from a central point could
cover this region in four days before
it cooled sufficiently to set. The
largest lnva flows now visible on
Earth, some of them in our North
western States, are tiny pools by
comparison.
When these floods of incandes
cent rock were continually' spread
ing over the Moon's surface, the
Moon was much closer to Earth
and its temperature of more than
6000 degrees Fahrenheit would have
made conditions extremely uncom
fortable for an observer on the

Earth but as the Earth was quite
hot at the time it probably did not
have any observers living on it, ac
cording to Dr. Baldwin.
Neither of these scientists men
tions atomic energy as a possible
source of the internal heat of the
Moon There are several possible
sources of atomic energy in the
substances of which all planets, in
cluding the Moon, are composed
As each could come into action
as a different period, their use in
framing a lunar theory would pro
vide more freedom in accounting
for past events in the Moon’s his
tory.—John J. O’Neill in the Boston
Globe

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE
Un Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Are You Ready For the

BIG FREEZE UP
ANTI-FREEZE SPECIALS

DUPONT ZEREX—$3.50 per Gal.
DUPONT ZERONE—$1.25 per Gal.
nationally known
89c per Gal.
BRANDS OF ALCOHOL

or'lTv^ c"7

WHY NOT PLAY IT THE SAFE WAY AND LET US
COMPLETELY WINTERIZE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK NOW?

See the Famous Seiberling
MUD and SNOW TIRE
All Sizes Regular and Extra Low Pressure Now Available.

MARITIME OIL CO.
SUNOCO STATION

532 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
119-130

-UrejgrararejgrajzraraigjaizjarerararejgreiBjajzraraJHiaraiarajgrarajar

NORTH WARREN
Foster Robinson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Robinson, returned
home Saturday from Knox Hospital
where he underwent treatment for
a dislocated hip and a cut on his
hcad which he suffered when his
light truck skidded and overturned
cn the slippery road, as he and
Norman Ahlholm. were returning
from school. He is making good
recovery but will remain confined

Again in 1949

MORE PEOPLE HAVE SOUGHT CHEVROLETS

CMKtvwwiwMtctctsstxtetste'ctcteKtcteiCicvic

PRACTICAL

than any other make

FOR ALL

— just as they have done during the

Gloves and Mittens

FOR THE SKIER

total 19-year period, 1931 to date!

a

Ridge Top Skis ..................................... $4.95
(SecondI

U. S. Army Ski Poles........................ pr.

4.95

, HE men and women of America know value when they see it!
1

Heavy Ski Sox ................................. pr.

.79

U. S. Navy Wool Gloves................... pr.

.66

U. S. Navy 100% Wool Sweaters .........

3.45

Consequently, they are purchasing more Chevrolet passenger
cars than any other make . . . and more Chevrolet trucks than
the next two makes combined . . . thereby placing Chevrolet
first in sales this year, just as they have done for the total 19year period, 1931 to date.

Windproof, Water Repellant Jackets ... 4.95 up

FIRST

Naturally, we and all Chevrolet dealers are deeply appreci
ative of this overwhelming tribute of preference; and we join
with Chevrolet in pledging to do everything possible to give
you greater and greater value in the months and years to come.

in passenger car sales for '49*

TO KEEP HIM WARM

U. S. Army

r
FIRST
in truck sales for ’49*
(Outtelling tho next 2 makes combined)

Wool Gloves ...,. $1.89

0. D. Sport Pacs ................................... $4.89

Leather Palms

Fleece Lined

Leather Mittens .

B-15 Air Force Jackets, all wool, pile lined

1

1.95

U. S. Air Force

windproof. water repellant............... 10.95 up

Sheepskin Lined
Mittens .... .

5.95

J

(Tan or Broun)

Smaller Items To Complete Your List

FIRST
in passenger car sales
for all postwar years

CHEVROLET

jft

,(U<
Lr

FIRST

KILRO Y’S

FIRST
in total number of
cars on road today

PEASLEE & ROSS

BELFAST

FIRST

in truck sales for
all postwar years
♦1949 results bated on incomplete but conclusive nation
wide registration figures. All other facts listed here ere based
on complete and official nationwide registration figures.

100% Wool Winsted Athletic Sox ......... $ .69
Leather Belts .......................................
1.50
Genuine Vinylite. Pocketbooks................. 1.00
Three Color Pen ...................................
1.49

ROCKLAND

jU-

VINALHAVEN. MAINE

in passenger car sales
for total 19-year period,
1931 to date

FIRST
in truck sales for
total 19-year period,
1931 to date

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
Wt!) MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND MAINF

FIRST
in total number of
trucks on road today

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, MAINF

.
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a few simple steps now, on their to market declines. Pointing out
own farms, that will help protect a few examples, the Foundation
their profits for 1950.
said:
Hints To Farmers as Protec This suggestion. Issued by the “Recent estimates indicate that
tion For Livestock At American Foundation for Animal poultry diseases alone cost the na
Health, said that the multi-million tation's farmers and poultrymen
.
This Time
dollar toll extracted by animal dis about $100,030,000 a year.
As a protection against falling eases and parasites far exceeds
‘•Brucellosis in cattle is respon
livestock prices, farmers can take what farmers are likely to lose due sible for losses of another $100,000,-

To Cut Disease

000 annually, while the cost of bru
cellosis in swine and goats accounts
for many millions more.
“The annual loss from grubs and
shipping bruises alone has been
set at $150,000,000 by livestock
health authorities.
“With stakes running this high,
it is more apparent now than ever

AT

HASKELL & CORTHELL’S
AND

THE WOMAN’S SHOP
Clothing, Furnishings, Footwear
for Men, Women and Children

10 MAIN ST„

FURNISHINGS FOR WOMEN

MEN’S FURNISHINGS

Beautiful patterns and styles in wool gabardine,
poplin and nylon. Smartly styled for comfort
and warmth. Sizes 12 to 22.

Featuring Nelson Page
and Arrow Shirts
Dress Shirts, Sport Shirts
$3.65 to $4.50

—Reed Tells How

The 83d annual session of the
National Grange considered a large
number and wide variety of probt ms. The delegates from 37 States
adopted a positive farm program
calling for a maximum of farmer
self-reliance and farmer participa
tion in the solution of farm prob
lems.
The annual session also rejected
as unsound and unwise the direct
government subsidy and production
payment approach to farm price
supports, except in cases of ex
treme emergency
The delegates adopted an aggres
sive program for defense of demo
cratic nations through the United
Nations and the Economic Coop
eration Administration as a means
of restoring world economic stabil
ity and preserving the peace.

i

before that farmers are taking far
greater losses from diseases and
parasites than they are likely to
take from market declines.”
To cut down disease losses in the
coming
year the
Foundation
stressed: 1, Better farm sanitation;
2, early examination of ailing ani
mals by a veterinarian; 3, proper
vaccination of susceptible animals
when vaccination is required; 4,
more prompt reporting of disease
outbreaks; 5, increased “disease
awareness” by livestock owners.

PHOTOGRAPHY

SPECIAL
Broadcloths, Whites and
Grays at
$2.95

Ladies’ Wool Gabardine Ski Pants

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

Sizes 12 to 20.

In Navy, Grey, Taupe.

$10.95 to $15.50
Children’s Ski Pants,

7.95

Instructor style, wool gabardine, sizes 7 to 14.

Children’s Poplin Ski Jackets,

$11.95

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

With fur trimmed hoods and insulated linings. Sizes 7 to 14.

$10.95 to $19.95

Children’s Snow Suits,

AU wool melton or gabardine.

A quality shirt at a remarkably ,
low price

NECKWEAR
What more appropriate Christmas Gift than one

attractively

boxed.

Sidney L Cullen

Sizes 3 to 14.

Ladies’ Jantzen Ski Sweaters,
$10.95
Ladies’ Wool Cardigans, Pull-Overs, $4.50-$5.95
79c to $1.95
Wool Mittens and Gloves,
$2.95
Ski Mittens,

TEL. 907 or 770
67’tf

We

Children’s Sweaters
Sizes 1 to 14—All colors.

$1.95 to $4.50
Ladies’ Skirts and Blouses

SWANK JEWELRY

In wide assortment.

We are proud of our great line of Swank Jewelry

for Men

New, different, eminently satisfactory as

$1.00 to $2.50

Gloves,

Wool Lined Gloves
$2.95 to $4.95
Several styles for choice.

Unlined Gloves
$2.95 to $5.50

Pigskins, Capes, Suedes

STOCKINGS

Hosiery

Jewelry.

Gift Suggestions In

Mocha, Black and Brown Leather

Lingerie

\

Vanity Fair—Ladies’ Beautiful
Nylon Gowns, Slips, Panties
Panties, $1.35 to $3.95
J*
Slips. $5.95 to $8.95
Gowns, $7.95 to $16.95
Ladies’ Rayon Gowns,
$3.50 to $5.95
*

G-E Automatic Toaster .1 The
toaster that waits for the eggs'
iToast pops up or stays down until
wanted. Knob selects brownness
desired. Snap-out and snap-in tray
cleans \ easily, v Textolite handles
and base. Beautiful new design.'

G-E Triple-Whip Mixer. New de

sign—horizontal motor mounting.
Weighs only 3 Vi pounds for easy
portability. Three beaters Multispeed selector Built-in light
Complete - with; two bowls and
juice extractor..

$ 2/50

PAJAMAS

$ l495

Ur

Dp

up

Plain colors, plaids.

Featuring Pleetway Balloon Seat.
Amazingly handsome patterns—A perfect gift

grilled sandwiches and - waflaa.1
TheYooly fullyYautomatic r glaas'
Opens into double grill with
coffee maker! Brew* delicious'
handle acting as lid support. E*-]
.coffee, keep* it hot. just by push-'
panding hinges. Textolite handles .£ ting a'button) t Light tells (when
and legs. Makes waffles 66 -q——
warming unit is on? Pyrex\ glaas
inches in size. Chrome plate/,
bowls. Famous Tastegard faatut*.'

f 3495

Ladies’ Printed and Plain Brassiers and Pantie Sets
69c to $1.50 ea.
Ladies Quilted Satin Robes,
$7.95 to $12.95
Women’s-Wool Scarfs,
$1.00 to $1.95

Rayon-Wools, 55c to $1.25
Nylons, $1.00

ilCoffooT*

G-E Combination GriILf Makes

•a* as. r«. ob.

In beautiful shades of chatter coral, gossip green, banter blue
and blush. Sizes 34 to 42.

By Interwoven and Tripletoe

Silk Scarfs,

69c to $1.95
Plain and prints

$2.95, $3.50. $7.50

Ladies’ Lace Trimmed Perlcrest Slips,

$3.95

Sizes 32 to 34. In an array of colors—Navy, black, brown,
beige, green, blue, yellow, lilac, white and pink.

SWEATERS
What better or more practical gift for a boy or

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

Wide choice of colors.

Heavy Footwear for the Entire Family

$3.95 to $5.50
SPECIAL AWARD SWEATERS, $8.95
LUGGAGE
We Offer a Beautiful Line of Luggage by Warren
and Olympic

Slippers, wools, leathers, sheeplined, $1.95-$5.95
Boys’ Novelty Western Boots, sizes 9 to 3, $7.95
Neck Scarves, rayon, wool, silk rayons; whites
and Colors, $1.95 to $4.50
Pocketbooks, wide selection, $1.50 to $7.50
Belts, by Paris, $1.50 to $3.50

HASKELL & CORTHELL’S
MAIL ANO TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY AND PROMPTLY FILLED.
10 MAIN STREET

Norway has perfected a new elec
tric unit—an electrocuting whale
gun.

and Costume

Fur Lined Gloves
$5.95 to $7.50

$5.50 to $35.00

The Grange Opposes

Compulsory health insurance.
Compulsory military training in
peacetime. Federalization of the
Air National Guard. Strip mining
of agricultural lands.
Daylight
saving time. Government control
of privately-owned forest lands.
Diversion of gasoline taxes to non
highway uses. Toll roads, and toll
bridges except where clearly in the
public interest. Subsidies as a
means of supporting farm prices
or income.

Hand Bags,

Where can you find a more
pleasing gift than a pair of
gloves? We have a very com
plete line to suit every purse.

'

A flexible farm pr.ee support
program. Expanded use of market
ing agreement. Dual or multiple
price system where usable. Coop
erative marketing and purchasing
associations. A bi-partisan Agri
cultural Advisory Board. Federal
crop insurance. Preservation of
the family-size farm. A balanced
Federal Budget. Improvement of
rural roads. Uniform traffic laws
and regulations. Increased effi
ciency and modernization of trans
portation facilities. More govern
ment information for fruit and
vegetable growers.
Additional funds for the Farm
ers Home Administration. Reten
tion of the 160-acre limitation
clause in the reclamation law. In
clusion of perishable crops in the
price support program. Soil con
servation courses in city and rural
schools. Removal of taxes on oleo
margarine provided the law pre
vents its sale colored yellow. Aid
to refugees and Displaced Persons.
Unification of the Armed Forces.
Strengthening of national defense.
Continued care of disabled veter
ans. Extension of rural free de
livery service. Federal funds for
developing and preserving national
parks. United Nations and estab
lishment of a world court for pre
serving world peace.
Legislation to control pollution of

streams. Statehood for Alaska and
Hawaii. Federal control of tidelands oil. Clear channel broad
casting stations. The Taft-Hart
ley Act. More strict control over
liquor traffic. Social security for
farmers. Federal aid to education,
with state controls Federal aid to
rural libraries. School lunch pro
gram. Independence of the Exten
sion Service. Establishment of a
United States Commission on Edu
cation. Federal aid for health
programs, with State control. Uni
fication of agencies handling flood
control, soil, water and forest con
servation. Congressional review of
Reciprocal Trade Agreements. Dis
tribution of taxation on a broad
base, with greater emphasis on per
sonal income taxes. Driver educa
tion in high schools.

Ladies

GLOVES

man.

The Grange Favors

Raymond K. Martin Photo

Medical research, as carried on by
scientific investigators in laborato
ries throughout the United States, Is
essential to the conquest of tubercu
losis. Grants by the National Tuber
culosis,-Association and its affiliates
to aid research are made possible by
the annual sale of Christmas Seals.

THAT ARE BEAUTIFUL—AND PRACTICAL!

&

Gifts for

a gift.

I have retired however and I have
lived in California and in several
other places also. Based on my
own experience, it is my considered
opinion that there is just one
place in California where two peo
ple can be comfortable and care
free on $2C0 a month, and that
is in a nice quiet cemetery.
If you owned your own house and
had a car and enough life insurance
to take care of your wife in case
you should twist your neck com
pletely off looking at the scenery
at the corner of Hollywood and
Vine, you might get by. as far as
groceries are concerned, on two
hundred a month (provided you
cut out coffeei but take my advice,
don’t adopt a canary and it will
help some if you have a gcod doc
tor for a son-in-law.
There is a fish house being got
ten ready to put on the ice in
Lermond’s Cove as I write these
lines. If it had a red-tiled reef
and a handkerchief-sized gra-ssedin patio and the whole thing was
set up on the beach in Coronado,
and then, if the water company
could be induced to abate the $15
per month it would cost to keep the
grass green, and there weren't any
assessments levied on the property
for the privilege of continuing to
live there; them if the taxes and
insurance were kept up to date and
the Chamber of Commerce was as
sured, you would continue to pay
your dues to the Heaven On Earth
Club and you had enough over
coats to keep you warm nights,
they might allow you to go on
breathing fcr $200 a month.
Being carefree under such cir
cumstances is a bit difficult, even
in California Don't get the idea I
don’t like California. It's wonder
ful. I like Haiti too. and Palm
Beach, but it is a long walk to any
of those sunny suburbs of Paradise
and those $200 monthly’ cheques
don't come equipped with wings or
pullman accommodations.
Retire on $200 a month and be
comfortable and carefree in South
ern California—with $1.00 now
worth just 43 cents?—
Pfui—!
G. H. Reed.

g/ws

feature the famous

Wembly Ties. In Wide Choice of Patterns
$1.50 to $2.00
Other Ties, $1.00 to $2-50

TB Research

What the National Grange
Favors and What It
This Idea a Family Can Live On $200 a Month
Opposes

COMMERCIAL

$10.95 to $16.95

In wide variety of handsome
patterns and charming pastels.
Our stocks are complete.

ties,

For And Against

Ladies’ Ski Jackets

SHIRTS

of our handsome

CAMDEN, Ml

OPEN EVENINGS
STARTING WEDNESDAY

IT’S ONLY A PIPE DREAM

“How wc retired on $200 a
month—Here we are living in Cali
fornia. We’ve a little house, just
a few minutes from the beach and
we haven’t a worry in the world,
for you sec, I’ve retired with a
cheque fcr $200 a month for as
long as we live—You too. can be
just as carefree as we are"—etc.,
etc.
Horsefeathers!
If the writers of advertisements
of which the above is a reasonable
facsimile, were forced to take a
little of their own rosewater they
might not be quite so enthusiastic.
Of course I know that a lot of
better men than I am are living on
an income of $200 per month, and
I cannot speak with much authority
because my own income is a little
more than that.

COME TRUE...
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TELEPHONE 484

CAMDEN, MAINE

as as A
G-EjAutomatic Steam Iron

Double-duty iron—changes from
steam iron to dry iron by twisting
a knob! Only 4Vi pounds with
.water ."Dial-tbe-Fabric” control,
double thumb rests, double but
ton nooks. Calrod* units.

-

G-E "Visualizer" Iron. Cuts iron
ing time by one third! Only 2%
lbs. ’’Visualizer’’ Fabric-dial, tem
perature indicator light Large
ironing surface makes ironing
easier, faster Double thumb rests,
double button nooks Calrod unit

•Reg. V.S. PM. OS.

G-E Automatic Iron. At high-

quality iron at a budget pricel
“Dial-the-Fabric” indicator. G-E
Calrod unit gives quick, even
heat 4 Vi pounds. Double thumb
rests, double button nooks sixfoot cord. Chrome-plate finish.

$ //95

CENTR

J7»5

AINE
‘FAN Y

Westinghouse Roastar.

Cooks a whole meal at a time!
Ideal for canning. Tempera
tures from 150 degrees to 500
automatically controlled. OnOpp signal light.

*
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OPEN EVENINGS

STARTING MONDAY
DECEMBER 19

IMPORTED LINENS
and FINE COTTONS

Personalized with

You’re as enchanting as your

ARDEN
FRAGRANCE
So apropos for the holiday season
Elizabeth Arden’s famous fragrances
attractively gift packaged!
INCOMPARABLE

We are really proud of our Handkerchief values for men and women. For
instance. Men’s All Linen (Yes—All Linen) for 39c and 49c
Unforgettable fragrance — always a prized gift;
Whether you give it in small or large quantity!

Best Values for 10 Years

Remarkable Sale!

MEN’S GABARDINE SHIRTS
Washable

maroon or green.

BLUE GRASS SOAP, one cake in box,

1.00

BLUE GRASS PERU MAIR - the perfect per.
fume carrier with I’a drams Blue Grass. 2.50.
a generous

BLUE GRASS SOAP, three cakes in box, 3.75

BLUE GRASS DUSTING POWDER

Formerly 3.98
price* plus

White Broadcloth Shirts

From now till Spring you’ll be wearing PRINTS
Here is our first shipment

$2.98
Sanforized and Mercerized

Uie»

priced at only
s and Fancies

A TIE FOR

Give yourself a Christmas present with one of
these handsome Prints.

EVERY TASTE
and

Ties.......... '.......

Panels

Pajamas, for men

and geometries

Pajamas, for boys
Scarfs, for men .

Stripes

figures.

...to suit every
man.

Rayons

and woolens.

A lift to your spirits for mid-season.

Scarfs, for boys .

FLORAL FANTASIES

Cotton Print Pretties—Perfect Gifts

i_z heer enchantment in handkerchiefs that take the shape
of exotic flowers. Exquisitely styled by BERNHARD WOLF of
sheer cotton in six brilliant colors. Hand-rolled and scalloped
to the contour of each petal. Generously large, and modestly

priced

Amersuede Gloves

. you'll w<--‘ one in every color for yourself . . . and

What a wonderful gift surprise for a busy home
maker . . . one

or

several of

crisp cotton housetime dresses!
pretty

detailing . . . their

ever-so-gay,

She’ll love their

wonderfully easy

and their so-easy launderability.

gift group, today!
Sc YOU V

our

Sizes 14 to 52.

fit

Come in for a
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OPEN EVENINGS

Senter-Crane’s

i

STARTING

MONDAY

DECEMBER 19
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GIFT!

’>’*• ?§£, -»**W

'

''

PROPORTIONED

NYLONS

''"SE VOO VO'*

1

by

GOWNS!

IN A GAY

Sizes 32 to 42.................................. $2.85
Sizes 44 to 46.................................
3.00

CHRISTMAS GIFT BOX

SUPS!
Sizes 32 to 42................................
Sizes 44 to 46................................

3.00
3.25

NYLON SUPS!
Sizes 34 to 42................................
Sizes 44 to 46................................

Give any woman on your list
lovely nylons by NoMend and then listen
to those pleased "Ohs!” and "Ahs!'^Because NoMends
are among the tinest stockings made...exquisitely
Sheer;clear and flattering...and mighty long-wearing as well!

5.98

6.50

NYLON PETTICOATS, J5.00

Pick out your assortments .today, while.we. have.a goodly
Supply of styles.and shades,

VAN RAALTES

T

r

y

p

s

Panties ................................................... 85
Girdles ............................................ 3.98
Pantie Girdles .................................. 4.50

■

\

All the above in white and tea rose.

51 Gauge—15 Denier...........................................

$1.95;

51 Gauge—30 Denier............................................

1.95;

3 for5.75

45 Gauge—30 Denier............................................

1.65;

3 for4.85

Gift Boxes Free.

3 for$5.75

(The gift box shown in above picture is suggestive, not descriptive—Our box is

Gifts For The Home

plain while).

THESE NEW
Rayon and TafTeti

“SOUTHERN POTTERIES”

Party Dresses
(Much larger than

Handsome large floral designs.

Sizes 1 to 14.

$3.98 and $4.50

picture shown).

Hand Painted.

Pretty Prints

IRROI
IE

FINEST

Sizes 1 to 14.

$1.98 to $4.98

ALUMINUM

Pre-Teens
10 to 14.

$3.98 to $5.98

Blouses

CHOOSE “AMERICAN” A CRYSTAL OF
DIAMOND-LIKE BRILLIANCE . . .

■rtA*tTtU

ECONOMY . . . AND COMPLETENESS
Long ago, colonial craftsmen produced in glass the fireflashing prismatic pattern illustrated above. It became
a favorite in the mansions of the old South and adorned
the hospitable tables of the North. And, now, you too
will love “American,” handmade by Fostoria.
You will adore its colonial simplicity, its modern,
diamond-like brilliance, its economy and complete
ness. We have over 200 open stock pieces for your
selection.
t

W',t’tO.P^T735

Cotton or rayon.

32-Pc. Dinner Set.................................. $8.98 I

8-Pc. Salad Set................

3.98

10-Pc. Cake Set ....................................

4.98

Chop Plate ...........................................

2.50

Pitchers

1.98

...............................................

Sizes 1 to 14.

$1.98 and $2.98

Individual Piece* As Low As 50c Each

i&S «QVl*

s at .»
iot«
iav #

U“ci TM»

• Come in and feel the pro

JVST ARRIVED

Housecoats

Hassocks

Candlewicks—Warm

Many styles and colors.

and Pretty.

tective thickness, the honest

weight that means quick, more even heating ...

ue the beauty of modern Mirro design, its rugged

Made in Georgia.

$4.25 to $8.50

Sizes 1 to 16.

strength and easy balance! Look at it... lift it...

picture it in your own kitchen.

Prove to yourself

that Mirro is, indeed, the finest aluminum!

tz •*
■4.'

$1.98 to $4.98

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS ITEMS
Camden Gives Rockland Teams Double-Trouble

Thomaston Loses

Crosby Takes Game At Bel
fast By 67-34 Score
Thomaston was snowed under at
Belfast Tuesday night when Cros-j
by High's court squad rolled up a
67 point tally to 34 for Coach Woody i
Mercier's lads.
The Thomastonites didn't give
the ball game away and had the
Belfast squad tied up 9-9 al the end
of the first period and was trailing
at only 22-19 at half time.
Crosby started lengthening the
gap in the third and made it 48-34
going into the final period and
then widened it cut to roll down t)
the final score of 67-34 as they held
Thomaston scoreless.
Starrett and Piper led the Crosby
scoring with 18 and 17 po.Tits re
spectively while Feyler headed
Thomaston with three floor shots
and five iouls to tally 11 points fol
lowed by Stone with nine.
The Summary:

Warren—The speech class will
hold a debate this week on the sub
ject; Resolved: Alaska and Hawaii
should be made states in the Union.
Allan Laukka and Joan Maxey will
take the affirmative and Kenneth
Farris and Janet Philbrook the
negative.
,

•JIB
Wo.

Thomaston — Edith Hunt, Joan
Young, Marilyn Maxey, and Sally
Oillchrest gave dramatic and hum
orous readings before the Shakes
peare Society of Rockland on Tues
day Dec. 13, at the Farnsworth
Museum at 8 o'clock.
Warren—The one act play con
test has been postponed until Jan.
13 due to iUness of those who were
to have participated.

Rockland—The glee clubs are
very busy preparing a Christmas
program under Mrs. Sanborn’sleadership.

Crosby (671

Lf, Piper 7 3)
Starrett 9 Yeung;
(1), Mooers 3: Ig
Paul rg, Brown (2),

pared by Mr. Noonan: Laura Hyvari, Mildred Sherman, Jean Moran.
Virginia Economy. Nathan Wlg
gin, Betty Knowlton and Neva
Cuthbertson. These students pre
pared the carbons for the ditto
machine.
,

Payson 2; rf,
c, Warnian 4
Smith 4 tl)
Tibbetts 1.

Vinalhaven—Rehearsals for the
school musicale “High-School HiJinks’ are under way. Arthur
Brown, director, is devoting his
time to present a successful musi
cale.

Thomaston II. S. (341

Lf, Ward, Mills 1; rf, Feyler 3
(5), Miller; c, Hardy 3, Elliott; lg
Starrett 1 (4i. Strout, Spauldjng;
rg. Stone 3 «3>. Sewall.
Score by periods:
Thomaston
9 19 26 34
Crosby
9 22 48 67
Officials: Charbonneau. H. Dalton, j

Balloon Dance

Held At Town Hall In Vinal*
haven By High School
Seniors
The Vinalhaven Senior Class held
a balloon dance at the Town Hall
Dec. 10. Holder of the lucky ballcon was Maurice McDonald. Music
was by Carlsen's Orchestra.
The Seniors greatly appreciate
the kindness of Sim’s, The Ship’s
Wheel, and White’s Drug store in
donating prizes for the dances.
Mrs. Hazel Young’s mother.

Thomaston — The Owl’s Head,
Thomaston, St. George Teachers’
Club met at the Thomaston High
School. Thursday night for a
Christmas party. The program was
in the capable hands of the Owl’s
Head group. Mrs. Gatcombe fur
nished a tree and decorations.
Mrs Florence Gardiner and Mrs. i
Hazel Young provided the refresh
ments.
Rockland—School closes on Fri
day for a long Christmas vacation,
to reopen Jan. 3.
Rockland—The teachers on noon
duty this week are Mr. Barnard,
Miss Clark, and Mrs. Coughlin.
Rockland—The co-chairmen for
the program for the Classmate
Club, Room 12, are Neal Douglas
and Edward Baxter. Miss Hughes
is the home room teacher.

Thomaston—The school was sad
Photos by Cullen dened by the news of the death of
With the score 16-15, Camden and E .c land players race for the ball as it flies out of bounds. Camden returned it to play in the hotly
contested period.
Center, Tiger cheerle ider Pat Munro takes to the air to urge the rooters on to greater efforts for the Orange and Black.
Right, a four man tangle in mid air under the Camden basket as the game got hotter and hotter with Camden battling to take the ledd. At this
Rockland Girls Win
stage of the game the two teams were running neck and neck with every play being dogged by the hard working defense of both teams.
Rockland, rated 20 points bette. ■ more .. cure ely
t The Camden girls gave the Rock.*
Over Thomaston 40-28 In than
Jo -.o .
on . ,.etevst? work for lajnd lassies a 49-27 drubbing in the
Camden c|i the basketball
Game At the Community court by the dopesters, was ab’e to the Tigers mat well have beep the prelim game. Rockland led at the
Building Nov. 29
ng act r in Rockland's vic end of the first period 8-7 but
squeak out a six point victory mar
Vinalhaven—The French Club Watts Hall which featured instru
tory
as
he harried Camden shoot dropped astern in a 22-12 tally at
gin
Tuesday.night
in
a
35-29
game
The girls’ basketball team of
half time. Camden clicked in the met Dec 7. A business meeting mental solo numbers, and glee club
’49-'50 started its schedule with which had been played with two oi ers continually.
The Camden lads, ke,,t a tight third quarter to lengthen the lead was held and games were played. and mixed chorus numbers.
Thomastcn. Nov. 29, at the Com Camden’s regulars benched -with
zone defense which baffled the to 36-20 going into the fourth apd The next meeting will be tomor
injuries
munity Building. The girls got off
Union—The annual Christmas
The intense rivalry between tlie Rocklandev during the first half then proceeded to sew up the game row. Those on the committee will
to a rather slow start, but came
Ball of the school will be held to
SB*
as
they
rolled
up
13
points
to
and
ae
.item
trouble
throughout
be Phyllis Robertson, Harriet Mar
back in the last half to overtake two schools was evident as an es
night in the school gymnasium
the game. The rangy lads lrom the Rockland's seven in the closing min tin and Helen Philbrook.
timated
600
students
and
parents
Thomaston 40-28.
w’ith Norman Moody’s Orchestra
from both towns packed the Com vacation town were out to win anti utes.
High scorer for Rockland was
Thomaston-Junior Prize Speak providing the music.
The boys' game summary:
munity Building for the game. From came mighty near doing just that
Virginia Economy, with 18 points.
ing preliminaries have been taking
Rockland 135)
the start it was apparent that as they played a heads up game
Rockland—Mr. Barnard has been
Thomaston high-gcorers were Young
G.
F. Pts. place this week. Orations upon madr director of the visual aid pro
Camden had come to town to make throughout
and Crute with 8 points apiece. The
Going out of the first quarter. Sulides, rf ............... 113 timely subjects, dramatic and hum gram at Rockland High School.
it a ball game all the way
Us,
*********
referee was Jim Flanagan. The
15 orous readings have been made
Rockland's rangy center, Roland Rocklapd led 11-7 and held the'lead Johnson, lf .......... 2
Thomaston
—
The
Fpglish
room
is
line-up was as follows:
Ware, was held to 10 points which at the half with 16-13 Thc third Ware c ............... 3
4
10 Unsuspected talents have been
taking on a holiday appearance
Rockland
Thomaston
consisted of three shots from thc period aw Rockland pull away to Proctor, c ............. 0
0
0 brought out.
with murals by Susie Lunlin
Eccnomy.lf ................ lf, Harriman !
colors
floor and four from the foul line hold a 26-15 margin opening the Gardner, rg .......... 2
3
7
Union—Christmas vacation starts
Bohn, lf
if.BurtonCamden
!
Thomaston—The boys playing on
was the first team this t rial period. Their 11 point lead was Alex, rg ................. 113
next Tuesday and lasts until Tues
Leach, rf ......................... rf, Yeung year to hold him down Thomas ot whittled down a Camden came | gtevens rg .........
the Grammer School basketball
j
•3 tiny but with big
day, Jan. 3.
Libby, rf .......................... rf, Lundin Camdqn eluded the Rockland de- ti a ii: lie . ual minutes to close I Despon jg ............... 2
boys’ team are: Dennis Sawyer,
Pendleton, c ...................... c, Crute fense to rack up five shots from the the .ore to the six points by whichl
Warren—Members of the “Ale- Linwood Moody, Neal Overlock,
set tone
Hooper, c
wife" staff will soon start the ell- ! Ronald Jameson, James Rand,
floor and a pair from the foul line] Rockland took the came,
12
11
35
Huntley, eg
eg. Burton to emerge high scorer of the game! Cheer leader quads from both
ing or advertising in the surround-! Richard MacFarland, Ralph Gor
Camden (29)
Christofferson, eg
ing communities for the school an- i don, Douglas Levan, LeRoy Fet
school.- strutted their stuff keepwith 12 points.
F.
PtS.
TABLE RADIO BY
Herrick, rg .......................rg, Lewis
nual.
I tercli, Bruce Strong.
Norman
Both teams could have added to, .11 then ie.-,;ec i.c cheering ,ec- Laite, rf ............... 1
Robishaw, rg
rg. Edwards their scores considerably had the
ili
s
■’ k the floor
Rockland—The student messen- ; Moulton is the coach.
Green, rf .............. 0
Hallowell, lg ..................... ' . Mayo numerous floor shots by players of i't every opportunity to urge the
gers assisting Mrs. Argyle in the' Rockland—The students who are
Heald, rf .............. 0
Ilvonen, lg
both outfits been heaved a little players on
office are Marilyn Seavey, June j acting as office messengers this
Eaton, lf .............. 3
Gardi, Patricia Achorn, Shirley Nel- week are: Richard Hanley, Patricia
Ryder, c ................ 1
Here’s breath-stopping beauty—here’s big power
son. Milton Proctor, Phyllis Cas-! Hclbrook. Patricia Achorn, Norma
Grinnell,) rg ........ 1
and deep-throated tone—here’s Motorola value!
' Olson.
Milton
Proctor,
Bessie
Thomas, lg ......... 5
12 sens and Erminie Hickman
7T.-U.;
Six stunning colors! Select yours in sea foam
Vinalhaven—The High School, Staples and Ellen Newman,
'I
X
11
29 and elementary schools have new; Vinalhaven—Dr. Earle spoke to
green, ming yellow, rich mahogany, ebony, regal

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS

Game Cancelled

report cards this ranking period, the school recently on organizing

maroon or lustrous ivory. A real budget treat, just'

These present a more satisfactory , a Science Club in cooperation with

report to the parents and urge the' tlie National Cancer Society. All
rhe basketball game between the
students to do better work.
students may enroll by signing the

$14.95 and $16.95

Rockland, Tigers and Brunswick,
Thomaston—The band and or ’’“P" nn the bulletin hoard in Miss
scheduled for Friday night of this
week, has been cancelled. Coach Di chestra under the direction of ®**®k’* room.
Renzo states that the game will be Mrs. Rogers and Mr. Crockett gave
Rockland—The
following stuplayed at a later date.
a Christmas program last night in dents worked on a bulletin pre-

Precious Gifts of

JEWELRY
. . . gifts that are cherished for many
years. Fine wrist watches, lovely ri;g..
fashion-right chokers and many ot
beautiful jewelry gifts for you to choose
from for Christmas giving ... at budg.twise prices.

283 Main St.,

TEDDY BEARS, PANDAS
HORSES,

357 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND. luL
TEL. 1398

DEER, SCOTTY DOGS

ELEPHANTS, SMALL FLUFFY KITTENS
JUST EVERYTHING!

We Have a Large Assortment of Lovable Toys and at
Low, Low Prices.

GUND CREATIONS Are Well Known—Famous Plush
Covered Cuddle Toys.
Come In

Today.

Don’t

Wait.

Your Youngster Will

Adore a Cuddle Toy.
Ask For Your RexaU Weather Calendar.

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF CHOCOLATES
COSMETICS AND MEN’S SHAVING SETS

7

PHARMACISTS
•444 Main Strw

69rh

V. F. STUDLEY, INC

"CUDDLY TOYS"

KARL LEIGHTON, Jeweler

model

Rockland, Me.,

Tel. 1154

-

*
Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS ITEMS

IS. t. H. S. SOPHOMORE STAFF

. "ALEWIFE" STAFF NAMED
Warren High School Annual Editors Headed
By Joan Maxey; Earl Gammon the Manager
Joan Maxey has been elected edi
tor-in-chief of the “Alewife”, War
ren High School annual publ ca
tion. The assistant editor is Janet
Philbrook with Earl Gammon as
bfl&ness manager.
The complete staff of the annu
al is comprised of; Allan Laukka, I
literary editor with Fred Kennis- j
ton as assistant. News editor. Ken
neth Farris with assistants Sadie
Gammon, Alfred Kenniston and
Avis Gammon.
The business staff is headed by

Union Honor Roll

ROCKLAND GRADE SCHOOLS

SsENNER HILL SCHOOL

lovely Christmas records which wt
played. Then we joined in singin
Marianne Wood, Edward Grover , those we knew.
ind George Grover have selected
The filmstrip "Scrapefoot" was

Mrs. Nelson

< ’‘liver of the -nphomore Class of St. George High School in Ten- Cummings is treasurer. Char'.e
nits ilurbor. left to right, seated, are (arolvn Inabinet, vice president; Huntley, in his new Simla Clau
new set of books from the Public much enjoyed. Alter ..v-.ng t n and (onrad McKinnon, president. Standing, Alice Cavcn, secretary and
suit, takes a leading part. Gordon
.library. We are reading "Hester picture anci talking it over, it was Emma Watts, treasurer.
Mank, Neil Smith, Bruce Ruben
ind Timothy. Pioneers " in corn la- fun to dramatize the st r,. E>c':i

don with "Singing Wheels.” Richird Freeman brought a piece of
date so that we can see how pioneer
children did their written work.
Agf small lizard on our science
shelf creates a great deal of -inter:st as its color varies from brown
green.
The children in grade one are
aking a number work booklet,
rhe pages contain groups of obects in different patterns.
TYLER SCHOOL
Grade 1, Mrs. Teeney

on- >va‘ onx • us to take the pirt
of Serayefoot us it was lie a 1 ttlu
fox, ah.- visued the bears house
instead of Goldilocks.
A Christmas tree is being us?d
as in in entive for good behavior.
Each child colored and cut out a
little tree. These were put together
making a big one. All those who
make an effort to be good find a
star on their trees each morning.
Alice Cole brought us some pretty
decorations for our room.
Grade 2, Mrs. Rogers

The children put on a program
'or the last assembly. It was a
jaWomine of nursery rhymes The
;roup recited the rhymes as the
iharacters enacted their parts
Many of the children are absent
lue to mumps.
Much interest has been shown in
lecorating the room for Christmas.

Our grade won the party for
having the largest r .'prestntation of
parents present at the November
P.T.A. Mrs. Rowling and Mrs. Dow
were the hostesses.

Grade 1, Miss Webster

Linda Linscott has mowd to
Thomaston.
Augustus Anderson from Aikpn
South Carolina, has joined our
class.
Donna Cross. Allene Mansfield.
Paul Fowles. Kenneth Nolan, Bon
nie Billings, and Barry Ellis are
welcome back after an absence due
to mumps.
Several new books for our li
brary table have been brought to

Minnie Baughman, Brenda Lewis,
obert Ripley. Genie Dow, and
awrence LaMeire are celebrating
birthdays this month. Genie
Lawrence have birthdays on
Jhristmas Day.
We were glad to welcome Bruce
ffield to our class. He came from
IcLain School.
Penelope Kaler, Darleen Suomela.
,nd Patricia Gac brought some

Pearl Flaherty and Rebe ca Dow
have had the largest number of
perfect number papers during the
past three week period

us by Mr. Noonan.
tis, Mary Jean Rowling, Donna
December birthdays are those of, Poulin. Sylvia Doherty and RosePaul Fowles. Rebecca Dow, Eu- Ann Small.
ene Conarv. Aloha Athcarn and
The first group in social science
Charles Rowimg.
lias toured the library. They were
Our guide was invited to see the George Nolan, Mary Jean Rowling,
dress rehearsal of Mrs. Hall's Charles Huntley, Sylvia Doherty,
Thanksgiving play. We enjoyed it Donna Poulin ,Algie Mazzeo, Rosevery much.
Ann Small. Mary Cole and Rich
The movie “Scrapefoot" which we ard Cummings. A unit of work
saw- in Miss Webster's room is a w’as based on questions concerning
variation of "Goldilocks and the the visit
Three Bears." We liked it verySpecial interest was 'shown in
much.
making Christmas wrapping paper
Our reading charts based on the
under the supervision of Miss
store activity were illustrated by
Hutchins, the art supervisor. Many
Eugene Conary. Aloha At beam,
individual designs were developed.
Carol Cross and Bonnie Billings.
Gordon Mank is general chair
Grade 3, Mrs. Walker
man of the arithmetic groups.
The following pregram was given Priscilla Curt s and Neii Smith are
at an assembly’ for the parents and arithmetic group leaders.
Mary
friends of the third grade.
Soule is general chairman of the
Albert Colson,
Mary Cole, Algie Mazzeo. Beverly spelling groups.
Dorr. Gloria Penney, and Alan Kor- Mary Jean Rowling and Richard
pinen appeared in a one-act play. Cummings are reading group lead
Walter Leo had the role of Squan- ers.
to, a friend of the Pilgrims. Mary
Our room enjoyed six recordings
Soule ar.d Mary Cole sang a duet. of Dicken's Christmas Carol. These
A reading was given by Richard records were brought in by Mary
Cummings. “Over the River and Soule.
Mary Cole is general chairman
Through the Woods’- was rendered
of arrangements for the Christmas
by the group.
In another one-act play Judy program. Judy Davis, Mary Soule,
Davis played the part of a teacher. and Frank Leo are group leaders
She was supported by Priscilla Cur- i in the progrant w’hile Richard
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stein and Paul King are brownies
Judy Davis. Priscilla Curtis. Bev
erly Dorr, Pamela Saunders. Bcr
nice Doak, Algie Mazzeo. Rose-Ann
Small, Mary Soule, and SylviDoherty appear in the one-act
Christinas play.
Many thanks are due for the
friends who helped with our
Christmas decorations and for the
excellent co-operation from the
parents.
Grade 4, Mrs. MacDougal

Christmas stories are being read
and dramatized, and Christmas
poems and songs are being learned
during the opening exercises and
language arts periods.
A booklet of our favorite Christ
mas poems, with an attractive,
seasonal cover, has been made to
take home.
Our display table is showing a
cut-out Nativity Scene as well as a
Winter snow scene with articles
brought by several children creat
ing new interest.
Richard Mitchell and Thomas
Bryant have drawn large, colorful
Christmas pictures on the easel
this week.
Paper Christmas trees have been
gaily decorated in each row’ with
colored stars this month. A star
is given the row if each child ful
fills a particular health habit
daily. This inspection takes place
during opening exercises.
Frank Baudatizo brought a very
nice Chi : ‘mas tree All the class
have taken part in making the
decoration for it
Several Christmas records have
been brought tc school. The most
popular one is about "Rudolph,”
brought b • Wayne Guptill. Play
ing of these Christmas carol rec
ords b f
school mornings and
noons has been much enjoyed by

The Washington Club of the
Bonier Clas held a rummage sale
on Saturday. Dec. 3. Janet Sulides
was general chairman anti Evelyn
Pendleton, chairman cf publicity.
Salesmen were Janet Sulides,
Marion Tracy. Janice Webber. Mary
Libby. Elizabeth Herrick an; Eve
lyn Pendleton, Ditto Ga’.iano, Brad
Sleeper. Bruce Stratton, Rclant
Ware and Robert Van Fleet
The Washington Club appreciates
■he assistance cf Mrs. Smith. Mr...
Fail-weather. M’s. Jc-eph ana Mr
Escorsio in the food sale.
Mr. Levitt and Jack tmi.h were
in charge during the sale. Mrs.
Hart's home room received a box
of candy for bringing the mist ma
terial.

the school
Janice Black gave the "Welcome '
and acted as announcer at the
Christmas program given for t.h
P.T.A. Monday night.
'Merry
Christmas Bells" was presented b.
Rose Snowdeal. Barbara Day. Mark
Kirk. Joan Porter, Frances Larra
bee, Janet Ripley, Marc.a Bickford,
and Joyce Flanders.
A one-act play
"Grandma's
Christmas Eve" was dramatized.
Florence Withee played the part
of Grandmother. Others taking
part were Alice Lord. Richard
Mitchell, Darrell Micue. Donna
Smallwood, Judith Savoy, and
Thomas Bryant The entire class
sang a group of Christmas songs.
Grade 5, Mrs. Hall

The Christmas program is • The
Christmas Story in Words and
Carols." The part of Mary is
taken by Betty Withee while Jo
seph is represented by Joseph
Nye.
Marcia Jones, Beverly Luce and
Helen Doherty appear as angels.
The shepherds are Charles Staples
Julian Rubenstein, and Charles
Jordan. Ronald Belyea. Frederick
Favreau and Douglas Teel act as
the Wise Men. The Carol singers
are Margaret Fish, Shirley Micue,
Gloria Dentitions, Janninc Hill.
Doris Richards, Dolores Malmstrom
and Barbara Trenholm.
The reader was Judy Pease.
Jeannette Ryan acted as hostess.
Frederick Favreau, a pupil of
Miss Bertha McIntosh, sang over
the Augusta radio station last Sat
urday. The class is quite proud of
him
Mabel Johnson and Flora Woos
ter are out with mumps. Helen
Doherty and Dolores Malmstrom
have returned to school after being
out with colds.

Vinalhaven — Last week tw
movies were shown which greatly
aided the students. The Biology
and Science classes profited by the
explanation of digestion and a
study of the skin.

Yule Season With Tree, Musical Program
The annual Christmas party of m unity Concert Association has
Rcckland High School will be held been loaned for the occasion. The
Friday afternoon in the Commun electrical firm of A. T. Thurston
ity Building. Much work has gone is installing the wiring free of cost.
into the gathering of gifts for chil
Activities will start in the hall at
dren of the city and the arrange 2 p. m. Everything has been read
ment of the musical pregram by the ied to make it a real Christmas
Glee Clubs and school band.
party and a gala affair for all.
Bruce Stratton is chairm. n cf the
musical program with Mrs. Ruth
Bus Line League
Sanborn in charge of the glee clu .
and Vere Crockett cf the school
Waldoboro 21. Thomaston
band.
2C As Webber Sinks Last
The musical progam follows:
Minute Shot
•O Holy Night."
B net. direction M Crccket'
Waldoboro
took Thcmaston 21-20
"First Noel."
Old English
"Nazareth"
Gounod in a Junior High Bus Line League
R.H.S. Jr. High,
game at Waldoboro Tuesday after
direction. Mrs. Sanborn
noon. Webber of Waldoboro sunk
"According to St. Luke,”
Wh.tney Allen a mid-floor shot in the closing sec
onds of the game to overcome the
O Come, O Ccme, Emanuel,
8th Century Gregorian the game as the whistle blew.
"Angels Wc have Heard on High "
Onr print margins plagued
Old French
20-19
edge cf Thcmaston and take
Ray Pendleton. Ted Strong
"Silent Night."
Gruber Thcmast.n as the Waldoboro lads
“Hark the Herald Angels Sing,"
led at the first periotl end by 5-4
Mendelssohn and again at the game s end, 21-20.
"O Come All Ye Faithful
Contus Diversi, 1751 Halftime score was 10-5 for Thom
aston and 16-13 going into the last
Audience
accompanist. Miss Bertha Luce
period.
"Adeste Fidelis,"
Webber of Waldoboro was high
"Sanctissimo."
scorer with 13 points while Rand
Band, Mr. Crockett
and Gordon of Thomaston collected
"Holy Season,
Croation 14th Century 10 and eight respectively.
"What Light is That."
Yugoslav j
"Panis Angelicus,"
Cesar Franck
Vinalhaven Seniors
Soloist. Ray Pendleton
"Shephard Song.
Mexican
Freshman-Sophomore Girls,
Working Hard To Raise
Mrs. Sanborn
"First Noel."
Funds For the Class Trip
"O Little Town of Bethlehem."
In Spring
"It Came Upon A Midnight Clear.'
Band, Mr. Crockett
“Christ Is Born.”
J. W. Clokey I The Seniors at Vinalhaven High
Schoo! are taking every opportun
"The Prophecy,"
"The Annunciation."
ity to earn money for the class trip
Soloists; Barbara Clark
fund. Their latest money-making
Jeanette Escctsio
project is the dressing of a doll,
"The Advent,"
which is now on display in Fifield's
"The Shepherds."
"The Star"
store, where it will be sold.
"Song of Praise,”
Class officers are: President,
Senior Girls'-Boys Glee Club
Accompanist, Miss Bertha Dondri Priscilla Carlsen; vice president,
Leonard Davis; secretary, Marion
Presentation of Gifts.
“Night Before Christmas,
| Woodcock and treasurer. Sadie
Accompanist. Paul Halligan
Gustavson.
Direction, Mrs. Sanborn
“Jingle Bells”
Band
Speaking Finalists
General supervision cf the entire
affair will be under the co-chair- : The Thomaston Junior Prize
manship of Mrs. Sanborn and Bcr- '
Speaking Semi-Final
tha Dondis with Principal Bcothby.
Contestants Named
Betty Griffith, Submaster Merriam
and Mr. Grant in charge of the
Semi-finalists in the Thomaston
Junior Prize Speaking Contest
gifts for the Christmas tree.
The usher committee is com have been announced by the board
prised of Miss Hughes. Miss Fuller of judges.
and Mr. Daley. Mrs. Coughlin and
Entered in tlie contest are, Sally
Mildred Sherman are in charge of Gillchrest, Audrey Young, Evelyn
publicity. Miss Hutchins and Jean- Bean, Hilma Matson, Jean Wil
nine Leach head the decoration liams, Vera Pease. Alfred John
committee with Mr. Grant and son, John Mills, Arthur Elliot, Paul
Ray St. Peter in charge of stage Starrett. and Donald Thorndike.
Judges will be Mr. Morris, Mrs.
arrangement.
The Steinway piano of the Com- Gardiner and Miss Hall
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CHRISTMAS PARTY TOMORROW

Principal Kenoyer Posts the Rockland Seniors Add To;
Capital Travel Fund With Rockland Junior-Senior High To Observe the
Names Of 8 “A” and 11
Rummage Sale
“B” Students
The honor roll at Union High
School for the second ranking per
iod was announced recently by
Principal Winfred Ktnoyc-r. The
A” henor roll, students having
marks of 93 or better in four ma
jor subjects, consisted of:
Seniors—Ann Calderwood, Paul
Leonard, Phyllis Wentworth.
Juniors—Sylvia Farris. Carleen
Hanson, Annie Moore. Elaine Rob
bins.
Freshman—Joan Knight.
The B" honor rcll consisted of:
Seniors—Dorothy Ripley. Annie
Niemi. Neil Hilt. Ralph Knight.
Juniers—Gloria Lemar. Donald
Cramer, Esten Peabody, Duane
Rowell.
Sophomores—Faye Robbins.
Freshman—Sandra Richards, and
Frances Guyette.

Earl Gammon with Morgan Barbour
as assistant. The advertising staff
is headed by Bertha Keto. Art edi
tors are Foster Robinson and Rich
ard Overlook assisted by Mary
Berry ar.d Ernestine Hartford.
Charles Berry is aluinni editor,
assisted by Russell Cverlcck. P mcipal Fred Perkins. Jr . will serve
as faculty advisor.
The "Alewife’ will contain a his
torical section again this year and
will carry general school news and
photographs.

Washington Club Sale
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Now Is The Time To Do Your Christmas Shopping

Maine Blueberry Growers, Inc.

—

WEST ROCKPORT, MAINE

TELEPHONE CAMDEN 2585

We Have a Complete Line Of Christmas Tree Lights, Indoor and Outdoor

TOYS FOR THE KIDDIES
Wind-up Trucks and Toys, Skis, Tractor Sets, Skates, Sleds, Games, Toys — Galore
For Mother—Coffee Makers, Serving Sets, Pop-Up Toasters, Gibson Refrigerators

Oldsmobile
Rockets Ahead!
.WATCH FOR

Look ahead to a great new fleet of Futuramic Oldsmobiles for ’50. Expect the
surge of high-compression "Kix-ket” Engine power, the whispering voice of
"KiM kel" pace. Count on an exciting new development in automatic driving
... a brilliant new partner of "Rocket” performance. Get ready for breath
taking new Futuramic styling ... a unique look of fleet luxury, ff'alch for three
complete scries of great ears . . . the finest to hear the Oldsmobile name. Loofc
ahead Io these big advancements, then plan to Go Ahead and Own an Oldsmobile!

IHINIW F U T U R A M I C S — C O M I N G SOON TO YOUR OIDSMOBILE DiALIRS.

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY

Winter Street, Rockland

For Dad—Rifles (Winchester and Savage), Drill Sets, (Christmas Packed), Wood

Carving Sets, Plenty of Tools.

SPECAL PRICES ON DEEP FREEZERS
“THE FRIENDLY STORE WITH CO-OP PRICES”
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 9.00 P. M. UNTIL CHRISTMAS

Tuesday-Tfnirsday-Saturtfay

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Thursday. December 15, 1949
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One Of The Largest Assortmentslln Maine
For A Store Of This Size.

Mainmast Of New Liberty Pole Is Set—Dedi

cation In the Spring
December 7 was a big day
for Thomaston. The first real snow
storm of the Winter coming on the
anniversary of Pearl Harbor will be
recalled in alter years as the day
we set the 75 foot mainmast of our
new Liberty Pole. The weather was
cold with bitter wind and air thick
with falling snow which made the
road slippery, but under the force
ful direction of Capt. Arthur J.
Elliot no difficulty like dirtyweather could keep the planned
job from going forward.
The stick of Douglas fir which
grew and was bought on the Pacific
Coast, had been brought to Mass
achusetts where it was worked
down and painted, and then
shipped to Thomaston by truck,
arriving here about 10 days ago.
The cost of all this was about $830.
It was the firm purpose of Captain
Elliot to have it set in order that
it might settle before putting on
the topmast in the Spring.
And so, the day before, prepara
tion had been made by the digging
of a ten-foot hole in the frozen
ground, a task not exactly like tut
ting butter, but one which was ac
complished under the oversight ol
Road Commissioner Lawrence Hunt
who also lent his brawn to that of
Tauno Numminen and Clarence
Upham, weilders of pick and shovel
Eight bushels of rock salt were
dumped into the hole and every
thing was in readiness for the com
ing of Alton Prock and crew of
Waldoboro with erector
Also came Wilbur Morse and
Roger Morse of the Morse Boat
building Company and their work
ers, Herbert Lewis and Ainsley
Moody both of Waldoboro. Edgar
Libby and rigger Sam Miller, all
skilled shipbuilding men. Assem
bled too, were the onlookers sta
tioned in warm stores furnishing
the unskilled labor of moral assis
tance in silently cheering the ex-

hibition of skill which, when dark
ness fell early, as it does these
short afternoons, found the work
of setting the big pole in the big
hole us neatly done, and seemingly
as easy, as a fountain pen is put
into its cap. and pointing as straight
toward heaven
as Cleopatra’s
Needle. With smiles ol satisfaction
the townsfolk say things seem right
again at the Corner. They could
wish they had all their beautiful
tree.s back again. Perhaps regretful
remembrance of their loss makes
them more deeply thankful that
another old landmark was not al
lowed to go their way.
Coincidently, the day of erectiion
of the flagpole was the day when
the fund to finance went over the
top, with a few dollars to spare On
the very next day. as if to gild the
triumph, came to the chairman ol
the fund. J. Fred Burgess, the lar
gest single contribution of the
campaign, a check for $100, the gen
erous gift of the Lawrence Port
land Cement Company, thus bring
ing the drive to a successful close
with a grand total of $1310 which
exceeds the goal by over $100.
We never could have done it
without the help of our friends ant
loyal Thomastonians, and, to the
names already published are added
the following:
Dr Douglas Walker, Otis Fales.
in memory of his father, Capt.
James T Fales, Mrs. Ida Colley
Johnson, Miss Jessie Stewart for
her mother. Willis R. and Nettie
Sampson Vinal, who says her grand
father Sampson and relative Trow,
bridge set the first pole. Mrs
Maude Lenfest Pillsbury, Miss Jan
ice Pillsbury, Mrs. Mildred Demmons List. Miss Myrna Copeland.
James Rogers who lived on Green
street. Mrs Lorinda Orne Eustis,
Robert Eyler, son of Albert and
Elizabeth Creighton Hyler, Fred
Libby, soldier in Japan, and Hal-

on..u, Oj Uunen

Mr.
camera
Robert
by Mrs.
ence S.
uel G.

rd E. Johnson as seen through the eye of the
urn Hill home were wed 50 years ago by Rev.
t the First Baptist Church. They were attended
n. Miss Kathrvn Emery of Owl's Head and ClarJohnson was a daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Sam-

WASHINGTON
Teacher's Reception

Lola Powell of Liberty was able to
attend She received a Christmas
corsage. Mrs Powell said that it was
her first atUn.lance at a ParentTeacher meeting but stated that
she enjoyed it greatly
com
mended the activities of
ization

NAVY

The five teachers in town, Mrs
Josephine Finley, Mrs
Minnie
Weaver. Mrs
Frances Crooker,
Raymond Callahan and Mrs. Gert
rude Ludwig were present at a re
ception given Dec. 11. by the Par
Group singing
of
ent- Teacher Association at the
carols wa? a part ot tl
Grange hall.
Gift boxes containing homemade
cake were presented to each teacher
and the other honor guests. Rev.
A
dental
committee reported
and Mrs. Harold Nutter and Supt
that it was still n conference.
and Mrs. Lewis Gray. Of the three
A light repast was served.
retired teachers invited, only Mrs.

GREEN

BLUE
PINK

BLACK

WHITE

MAIZE
PASTELS

FREE GIFT BOXES

The next meeting will be Jan 12,

ver Whitney, selectman of Hartland at the Hodge schoolhouse.
Me., who sent his gift in memory
oi his paternal grandfather Whit
ney. an early limeburner on the spot
now occupied by Dunn & Elliot's
\ \ JOIN TN£ ' I
OPPORTUNITY
store, and maternal grandfather
PRIVE
Captain Burnham Hyler Sr.
Formal dedication of the LibertyPole to Thomas,on's seafaring men
will be made in the Spring or early
HW£Sr tN US SAV/M6S 8QNM v,
Summer.

IME'S coming when the air is
plus a wonderfully thorough lubri
full of good spirits, and vve all
cation routine!) Between these
feel pretty chipper—-but what abouttwo refreshing treatments, you’ll
that faithful Buick of yours?
have all your Buick’s glad and
breezy power back —plenty of
Wet winter driving is roughest on
Fireball zoomfih to pull you out of
cars — and even though it still
any traffic fuss. You’ll have a quiet
handles like a sweetheart, your
riding body and chassis that make
Buick may have slipped a notch or
every mile a glad glide. And you’ll
so in performance, or gradually
have top mileage efficiency, with
acquired a squeak you haven’t
a motor that starts on the coldest
been aware of.
morning as quick as a scared
alarm clock!

T

Bring it to us for one of our w inter
tune-ups, plus a special winter
LUBRICARE treatment. (This
Lubricare is something you and
your Buick should know about
— it’s an over-all trouble-check,

Nylon net edged nylon

tailored slip.

Why put it off? Our service is
quick and expert, our prices
lower than you’d think. The driv
ing pleasure you get is immense.
Phone us now and make a holidate for bringing your Buick’s
spirits up to those of the season!

White.

( liifTon

1000 Gowns—Every Shade and Size
This Christmas—give her a beautiful surprise! Give
her the kind of slips and gowns she's always dreamt of!
Frothy with lace . . . soft and sleek because they're so
immaculately fabric-ed of fine silks, crepes, nylon and jer
seys .'. . ever-so-femininely styled to meet her daintiest

Buick cate

teeps But

tastes, in delicate tints ranging from eggshell blue to ivory.
Come choose today!

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W, HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN. MAINE

TELEPHONE 1000-W

TELEPHONE 470

SAVITT’S, INC.
369 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 288

j

